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Local RCMP Chief Honoured
By Chamber Of Commerce
Sidney and North 
Saanich chamber of 
commerce Thursday voted 
to make RCMP Staff Sgt. 
George Whittaker an 
honorary member of the 
chamber.
At the same time, 
members were decisive and 
outspoken in their support 
for the police in the 
community, and ap­
parently, were regretting 
making public two letters 
which criticized the local 
force at a meeting April 19. 
In future, such 
correspondence will be 
forwarded to the Town of 
Sidney, members agreed.
“We’ve got to support 
our police in all com­
munities,” one member 
said. Referring to the two 
letters, he said the 
“allegations were found not 
to be true, not justified.”
Whittaker, who was 
present as a guest told the 
meeting his -door was 
always open to anyone, 
regardless of color, religion 
or creed. “That’s what I’m 
there for. If anyone is 
concerned at any time I’ll 
always be glad to meet with 
them.”
The tourist dollar was a 
“whole lot better than 
foreign companies coming 
in, borrowing money and 
taking it back out of the 
country.”
The tourist dollar was 
important to the economy, 
was one of B.C.’s finest 
assets and “we can control 
it”, Friesen said.
The tourists were im­
portant but how do we get 
them here in the first place? 
he asked. He suggested it 
was necessary for each town 
to develop a theme unique 
to their own area — like 
Victoria’s Princess 
Marguerite or the Royal 
Hudson, he said.
The central theme works 
well, he said. “Then if you 
give good' service, be a good 
host, people want to come 
back.”
Guest speaker Len 
Friesen, president of a 
group of independent 
business people in B.C., 
talked to the chamber about 
tourism.
It was a subject that 
concerns all of us, he said. 
It was important for two 
reasons, first for the em­
ployment it generated and 
second, for the dollars it 
■ brings." ■
In other chamber 
business. Bob Ward, 
presenting a report on the 
progress of the proposed 
breakwater, said he un­
derstood there was an 
increased interest by the 
Town of Sidney. “1 un­
derstand more initiatives 




CHESS CHAMP GARy BASANTA adopts 
thoughtful pose over chess board. The 10- 
year-oid in grade five at Brentwood
elementary school won out over 1,000 
youngsters in his class to become chess champ 
of the City of Victoria and Vancouver Island.
He said the Regional 
Small Crafts Harbor 
Branch in Vancouver had 
received copies of the two 
breakwater studies. Ward. 
said he phoned the branch 
and understood “they were 
happy with the engineering 
study but not happy with 
the economic study.”
No Parking And Tow Away Zones 
Established At Beach Access
“However, something is 
happening,” Ward said. 
‘‘The ball is rolling.”
' V' > f I
i .
Central Saanich council 
endorsed a recom­
mendation from its public 
works committee on 
Monday night, May 7 that:
“NO PARKING signs, 
and TOW AWAY' signs be 
placed on both sides of 
Campion Road-and Livesay 
Road in an effort to restrict 
the easy access to Chew’s 
.Beach”.",
The Chevy property at 
Covvichan Head is a 
-pppiil^rSiaccess,? f or s.p;^ty-- 
goers, sometimes well over 
a ICW strong, to the beach 
below the sand cliffs. 
Parked cars line both sides 
of Campion Road and spill 
over onto Livesay and 
i Welch Roads.
In their patrols of 
beaches, Central Saanich 
police make frequent liquor 
seizures and lay numerous 
1 charges against minors for 
possession. Adjacent 
property owners complain
of vandalism and noise. 
Beach fires have been left 
burning in logs and have to 
be extinguished by the fire 
department.
The majority of the 
party-goers are not resident 
in Central Saanich and 
most probably have been 
“chevvied” to this site by 
the action of ■ other area 
police forces in their 
“ crack ing-dovvn” on 
boisterous ^
In discussing! this cio^re 
in y conimittee, . The (public 
works members hoped that 
fines for parking in- 
fractions and charges for 
tow away would discourage 
the unwelcome visitors to 
the beach.
construction, for access to 
Saanich Inlet was returned 
to committee for further 
consideration.
Local residents have 
complained about the 
number of private cars and
even buses parking on 
narrow Senanus Drive, 
often blocking driveways 
and constricting traffic 
flow. The deportment of 
some of the skindivers has 
also been criticized.:
Norma
A similar proposal for 
Senanus Drive where 
skindivers have been using 
private property on 
Henderson Point, on which 
a residence is now under
Boy Tliief Nabbed
LOVELY 7’Orcarrying baseball bat is intrigued 
by happenings at Tsarllip’s school spring fair 
held May 17, Fair raised funds to help with 
special school activities. (Sec story, page 6).
Young Michelle Voux, of 
2037 Linda Place, Sidney, 
was robbed by a 12-ycar-old 
boy May 14 when she was 
.shopping for her mother, 
but with prompt action by 
Sidney RCMP and the help 
of a store assistant the 
youngster was found and 
the money recovered.
Michelle was carrying S17 
in cash when she was 
stopped by the youngster 
who went through her 
.shopping bag and then ran 
away with the cash,
The the youthful robber 
called in at a store on 
Resthnven and Itarbor to 
buy candies and was 
identified by Barbara Stiles, 
Police traced the boy who 
finally admitted the ilicl’t
and produced 
Police said a 






The annual Kid and 
Yearling Show, sponsored 
by the Lower Vancouver 
Island Goat Breeders is to 
he held Saturday, June 9 
from 10 u.ni. to 5 p.m. at 
the Saanich Fairgrounds.
Dorothy Mitchell is to 
judge the event, and the 
public is invited,
I n for mat ion and 
registration forms can be 
obtained from Gcncvcive 
All at 478-5.288.
Some people would say 
that planning for a disaster 
is courting trouble, but not 
Ben Ethier,
As acting-mayor of 
Sidney, Ethier is a busy 
man, but not too busy to 
formulate some .sort of 
ctnergcncy plan to ensure 
the safety of everyone in 
Sidney if .something sliould 
happen,
That something could be 
an earthquake, tidal wave, 
fire, air crash or a multitude 
of other possibilities, 
unexpected or otherwise.
And Ethier wants to be 
prepared.
As training for disaster 
planning, he attended a 
conference conducted by 
Emergency Planning 
Canada at the Federal 
i9fnrty rVnin* In Arnprior, 
Out, (4.3 miles west of 
Ottawa) April 23 to 26.
There I'.thier and 23 other 
elected municipal officials 
from all over Canada
watched films, participated 
in plimning workshops and 
discussions and listened to 
lectures on what to do In 
case of an emergency.
'Tve got a heck of a job 
to do,” said Ethier.
As chairman of council's
emergency measures 
committee, he has already 
put n lot of hours into 
formulating step-by-step 
plans, designating 
rc,vpoasibility and finding 
out who to contact for 
assistance if and when it’s 
nee<lfd.
“The course was ex­
cellent, and it didn’t cost 
the town one sou,” he said, 
”1 donh know why more 
people don’t take It,” '
At the four-day course, 
practical Instruction was 
given In Th»* form of care 
studies.
"We divided Into groups 
of four to six, and decided 
amongst ourselves what w»e 
would do in a certain
siiuntiori, V/c then 
presented our plans to the 
rest of the class and the 
good and bnd points were 
discussed.
The instructors provided 
a lot of direction, showing 
the best way to do it.”
In making plans for 
Sidney, Etlticr is con­
centrating on the types ol 
disasters that Sidney is most 
likely to be laced wiili,
”I have drawn up 
preliminary plans for an air 
crash and an earthquake. 
Since we are so close to the 
airport, with houses right 
beside ii.'jjan air crash is 
something we shotild he 
prepared for. And Van­
couver Island is in a region 
where cartliquakc.s are a 
grcatrl.sk,"
nihicr inicric!;; to pit;.CfU
his plans to council in the 
neat future, hut being in the 
positlort of nciiug mayor, 
he finds It dlffiriih to 
allocate enough time for it.
He stiys that it Is the 
mayor’.s .responstbiliiy to 
take care of the food, 
licnlth and welfare of 
everyone here In case of a 
disaster. They mayor miist 
correlate all actions, up- 
pointing different people, 
usually aldermen, to be in 
charge of the various areas.
"By .setting out all the 
plans in written form, tlte 
mayor can have them there 
in from of him in case Itc 
should panic. He has to 
advi.se everyone a real 
responsibility,”
In doing the planning, 
Ethier has found that 
Sidney doesn't have an 
emcrRency generator to use 
in case the power should 
fail, He is looking into 
numerous possible 
IciCiUioii'i fof one, though 
finding a ccmral location 
that would house a great 
number of people and a 




Saanich school bo^rid and 
entered the rn ayoraiily race 
in Sidney.
Sealey said Monday she 
took both steps Friday to 
allow elections for the 
vacant seat on school board 
and those on council to 
proceed at the same time. 
Date is set for .lune 30.
A school trustee for seven 
years — one of which she 
served as bo'ard chairman 
— Sealey also served on 
Sidney council as alderman 
from 1967-68 and again 
from 1970-71.
Sealey .said she shared the 
concern which had been 
expressed recently in the 
town over the state of 
personal animosity which 
currently exists on council. 
"There’s just no place on 
the civic .scene for this," she 
said.
"There are a lot of 
important things in the 
works right now to be done 
on courtcil, I’d like to give it 
a try. I’d like to get down to 
tlic iinportunt is.suc.s, rallicr 
than waste time in personal 
battles,"
"We’re coming up now 
to the adoption of the 
community plan and wc 
.should make .sure il’.s 
suitable and that the people 
arc behind it," Sealey said.
Generally, she said, she 
thinks the plan is good.
"There should be a lot of 
public Input into the 
community plan — and if 
the people think It's good, 
then that’s the way wc 
should go."
Sealey said .she has 
always supported the 
proposal for a brcakwaicr- 
harbof In Sidney. "I believe 
it has tremendous poicntiai, 
as a port of call (or our 
American visitors and for 
live people here — we have a 
lot of bout owners."
Site said she had felt that 
there was .some “antl- 
fccling” regarding the 
breakwater proposal •" or 
maybe It's jmi dkinterest."
The Sidney-North 
Saanich chamber of 
commerce had spearheaded 
the plan and done Its best to 
promote the breakwater, 
but, she agreed, It was 
necessary for some other 
body hbe i'oonf'll - to 
also promote some en­
thusiasm for the project, 
"I'd like to see us take 
ndvanlftBC of every 
potential wc have here,"
.1-
she said,
Sealey said she did not 
have to resign her seat on 
school board.
“My I'cllow trustees were 
very kind and didn’t think 
I’d have to quit, but I think 
each job — that of trustee 
and mayor — is worthy of 
someone giving all the time 
they have.”
Sealey is currently on five 
of the board’.s committees. 
“It wouldn’l be fair to the 
board to stay,"
She said if elected mayor 
she would “give it my very 
be,st.“
To dale, there are two 
cundidnies in Sidney’s 
mayoralty race, Sealey and 
Sidney council Aid, Jim 
Lang. ;
By PEGGY ROWAND
Gary Basanta likes 
playing hockey, soccer and 
lacrosse — but it’s liis 
menial gymnastics which 
have earned him the title of 
champ.
The 10-year-old in Grade 
5 at Brentwood elcmeniary 
school has been named 
winner of the City of 
Victoria and Vancouver 
Island in the recent CFAX 
chess tournament w'hich 
involved 7,065 children, 
grades one to seven, in 175 
schools.
In his age group, Gary 
beat approximately 1,000 
other youngsters competing 
in tlic tournament, but he 
takes his success with 
marked modesty.
He was taught by his 
father, Grant Basanta, 6776 
Jedore, Brentwood Bay, 
and has been playing chess 
for three years. “I play 
mostly with my father,” he 
says. And, yes, his father’s 
good, he adds.
“But sometimes 1 beat 
him,” he says with a shy 
smile. •
Gary, along with some 35 
children at Brentwood 
school, was tutored by Mrs. 
Susan Campbell and 
librarian Jean Rcith.
Not every child can settle 
down to the game, says 
Brentwood principal J im 
Chow. ‘‘It is a discipline, 
but wit It encouragement the 
children learn moves and 
how to work out a basic
.The annual tournament 
— now in its ninth year — 
receives nothing but praise 
,Troni ; teachers'and. parents,
who brganize.s it each year. 
Even Education Minister 
Pat McGeer wrote a letter 
approving tlie tournament.
The 65-year-old map 
wlio’s . nickname is Mr. 
Chc.ss doesn’t actually play 
much che.ss.“I just like 
children, and organizing 
this tournanicm gives me a 
cliance to be with them.”
When CFAX started the 
tourney in 1971 only 
Victoria, ’ Saanich and 
Sooke schools participated. 
That was about tlie time 
Large became involved —- 
he volumecred his services 
and began organizing. Soon 
schools up-Island as far a.s 
Duncan got into the 
tourney, then it spread to 
Campbell River until finally 
the entire Island’s schools 
were playing chu.ss.
CFAX’s Terry Spence 
says Large is a tireless 
worker. “And he makes 
sure the kids get 
recognition,” he says.
As children progress in 
the competition they are 
eliminated if they lose one 
game. “You can appreciate 
the tension that ac­
companies the.se games,” 
says Lynn Stringer, who 
wrote a letter in praise of 
the chess-playing 
youngsters to Saahich 
school board.
Describing chess as a 
“mental gymnasium’’. 
Stringer said the game 
encourages such qualities as 
concentration, per- 
sevcrance, logical thinking 
and was even a help in
mathematical concepts.
It encourages self- 
discipline, resourcefulness, 
good sportsmanship and as 
they progress, children 
develop confidence and 
self-satisfaction in their 
game, she wrote.
It was an inexpensive 
game to play, she pointed
out, and could, be played
between children of varying 
ages, cultures and economic 
positions.
Children in kindergarten 
in East Germany will be 
required to learn chess as 
part of their curriculum, 
she wrote.
The CFAX chess 
tournament is sponsored by 
Canada Safeway and 
Sunripe Juices.
No Approval Yet For 
Student West Coast Trail Hike
COUNTRY FAIR 
A country fair 
fcattiriug hou.schold items, 
books, plants, clothing, 
delicious food and a bake 
tabic will be held Saturday, 
June 2, from noon to 4 
P-m-
rite place is iltc Cordova 
Bay United Church, 5168 
Cordova Bay Road, and 
everyone is welcome.
Saanich school board has 
held back approval for a 
student trip scheduled for 
June 15 hiking the West 
Coast Trail.
Chairman Lois Walsh 
voiced her concern at a 
board meeting May 14. “1 
question how safe this trip 
would be,” she said.
The board was told three 
teachers and a parent would 
be accompanying seven 
students' from Keating 
TMH school. The senior 
students have been in 
training for the walk and 
one parent plans to fly over 
the trail and check bn the 
group.
School district 
supcriniendenl Don Smyth 
said the trip/was well 
prepared in teimstqf back­
up: support. If was his
understanding, he said, that 
all the students’ parents 
supported the field trip.
Trustee Jerry Kristianson 
said he wanted to be certain 
the group had all the 
necessary information 
before settingput.
That would be my 
position, Smyth said, and 
suggested an expert on the 
trail be obtained to talk to 
the students. The field trip 
was: not just a ‘'matter of 
walking and buying 
equipment. You have: to : 
have a degree bf ■ eh- 
durance,” he said.
The board passed a 
motion by Kri.stianson that 
appropriate prqcedurcs; be v f 
instigated as indicated by 
Smyth; and the application 
be brought back to the
board j'of approval;
Record Attendance At 
Sandown Harness Racing
A record attendance at 
Sandown harness racing 
May 19 netted United Way 
of Greater Victoria $2,500 
comprising the day’s 
entire gate money donated 
by Sandown and proceeds 
from a lottery held on the 
course by United Way 
workers.
Jim Keeling Jnr, 
spokesman for Sandown 
Harness Racing, said 
Tuesday he was pleased 
with the record attendance. 
He said he didn’t think 
attendance was significantly 
affected by Victoriat) Day 
festivities held in the city, 
Monday's turnout was only 
40 below Saturday’s, he 
said.
Grand prize winner in the 
lottery was H. Roff, 
Finlay.son Street, Victoria, 
who won a trip for two to 
San Francisco, courtesy 
CPR. Rorf’s ticket went on 
Kalamca Brad, winning 
horse in the ninlh race, a
one-mile . pace race 
sponsored by United Way 
and CFAX. , ^ ^ ^
A United Way 
spokesman said Tuesday 
the organization was ‘'very 
pleased with the results. It 
was an excellent day. The 
people at Sandown have . 
been super to us, and we 
really appreciate it.”:
It was the first time 
proceeds from gate mopey 
at Sandown have been 
donated to United Way. ,
At The Sidney Review 
offices Tuesday, there was a 
slightly hangdog nlr about 
reporter Peggie Rowand.
Rowand had been en­
trusted with the staff’s 
money to bet at Sandown 
Saturday, but had 
distinguished herself only 
by her ability to back losers.
Staff consensus was that 
Rowand, who had earlier 
profcs.scd to be in 
possession of some hot tips, 
was a dud. ,
IT WAS A RECORD TURNOUT at San­
down racetrack when Harne.«is racing opened
for the season May 19, Entire Rate proceeds 
were doniitcd to United Way.




Head To Head 
Struggle In 
Fastball League
Sidney Toy land Has New Owner
Bab’s Family 
Reastaurant





Open Mon. Thru Sat. 9 a.m. • 0 p.n 




OPEN DAILY 11 AM
FINE CANADIAN & 
CHINESE FOOD
DINE IN OR TAKE OUT 







Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner Daily 







Open 11 am to 9 pm 
Monday thru Saturday
Royal Oak Shopping Centre 
■LICENCED- 479-7313
(opposile the Garden Centre)
BRestaurant
2359 Beacon Ave., Sidney
Fine Dining at 
Reasonable Prices 
Local Artwork on Display
UKi'n: Mon, to Ihurb. 9AM 9PM 
FrI, & Sal 9AM to 11 PM 




"Homestyle Cooking arrd Baking 
al Old Fashioned Prices"







IHllRSDAY i SUNDAY 
SMOIIGASR(IRI) DINNIR 
WfONtSDAY i'LINING
Open Tuesday to Sunday
Reservations 656-3541
hotel Sidney
Foot of Beacon Ave.
OCEAN VIEW
Try our famous salad bar 







2321 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney
656-4822
Harvey’s and Hermsen, 
each with a win this week, 
maintain their head-to-head 
struggle for supermaey of 
the Sidney Fastball League.
Harvey’s dumped Prairie 
Inn, 5-1, May 15, after 
jumping to a quick 4-0 lead 
in the first two innings. 
Hermsen also triumphed 
over Prairie Inn, May 17, 
with a 3-0 victory marked 
by the two-hit pitching of 
Wayne Phillips.
Hotel Sidney, following a
2- 0 win over Albany, and a
3- 2 loss to the Travelodge, 
maintain their third place 
position, and Prairie Inn, 
even, with their two losses, 
remain in fourth.
Travelodge has pulled 
out of the cellar and are 
now tied with Breakers for 
fifth position, relegating 
Albany to the cellar, for a 
while at least. The Bear’s 
iO-0 victory over the 
Breakers was their first of 
the season, and they 
continued to streak with a






' BEACON AVE.. SIDNEY. B.C.
The Finest in 
Family Dining 
Open 7 a.m.-Midnight 
656-1176
Throughout the league 
there has been, as usual, 
grumblings about the 
officiating. Although it 
happens every year, and is 
often unwarranted, there 
may be a ring of truth about 
the statements, this season.
The umpire’s tasociation 
is short of men; very short 
Tlie situation should not, 
though, hamper members 
of the association from 
improving their craft. There 
has been a marked 
depreciation in the calibre 
of officiating, when 
compared to that of years 
past, of • which the 
association executive may 
not be aware. Hopefully 
something will be done to 
rectify,the situation before 
too many difficulties are 
created, causing unwanted 
friction between the 
association and the league.
RESTAURANT
OPEN:
Specializing In Chinese 
& Canadian Food
: MON -THURS. 4" ■ MIDNIGHT 
FRI.-Sat. 4» ■ 1“ a.m..
I SUNDAY 4"- S'" p.m.
Delivery with miniimini order
2493 Beacon Ave. 656
For a visit 
back to the 189Q's
COMPLETE LUNCHEON MENU
Corner of Mt. Newton Cross 






4680 ELK lAKE DR.
i ' Viefor/a, S.C
STRATHMORE DINNING ROOM
i Conlinerita! cuisine in , 
a traditidnai English atmospheie
7 Days a Week 5:30 In 10:30 
leaturing
THE THATCH Disco;
. Two liveliest dance lloois m Victoria,
.Open - Mon. to Sat. i 
8 p;m. to 2 a.m. ‘ i. i 658-5231:
Sea Breeze Cafe
9776 - 4th St. Sidney
. Behind Ihe Post OKice
— SPEC/AtlZING IN —
NSH & CHIPS 
i Breahfast-lunch dinner 
Open: Daily ,7;30 AM -. 7:30 PM 






BREAKR^T — LUNCH 
Chln»t» Food 
From 11:30 a.rri.




FOR "HOME COOKIN " 
DELICIOUS HOME MADE PIES 
HAMBURGERS - COMPLETE MENU 




•CHICKEN •FISH 8 CHIPS
(Beacon Plaza AAall.Sidnoyj
656-5442
VILIAGE SQUARE in Brentwood
OPEN; Tdos. to Thiirs. 4-1 1 p.m. 
Fri. S Sat. 11 Q.in.-1 a.m. 
Sunday 5-9 p.m.
Try Our "SPECIAL" PIZZA 
652-4344
PAT'S-A-PIZZA
"Every nighi Is Pizza night" 
Eat in—- Toko out 












9807 • 4th St., Sidney















SOUPS a SALADS 
TAKE OUTS
3rd & Beacon Ave.
656-4333
Where to take your vleliors G friends
AHOMOIU': (JOI.I' COUU.SK, 9.10 Ardmore l)r. & Wc-Hl Saartlcli Uoiitl, SUliuy
A ciYsy U-holcr, itlciil for faitiilics. neatitiful scenery and special iwillgln rates lor H-liole game, CTnbs and carl rentals " picnic and barbecue facillllc.s r swiniining Iveacli, IMnme 
A56462I,
nUKNTWOOl) INN, 7172 Brentwood Drive, Hrciiiwtmd, 6.52*24L1
live unicilaiantcm, Conniry I'olk Style Friday and Satiirtlay in 'I'l'ic l.onnac, 'M2 p.ni.
SAl.MrtN I'lSIlINCi, Boat Ueiilul, Guided I'lNliIngTrlpN (all inclusive)
Family fisliinn in titc proicclcd .Saanich Inlci. nrcniwood lloai Ucntals (I'DI) l itl .iiit the 
Ferry Dock, Itreniwood Bsty. l’lioiic W2"1014.
By Karen Brownsey 
Summer time is not far 
off and neither is
registration for Summer 
Swim lessons. June 4th is, 
the date for in-area
registration.
Adults, are you interested 
in improving and 
developing your swimming 
strokes and physical fit­
ness? Well, Lengths’ 
Unlimited (formerly 
Masters Swim) is a free 
structured session just for 
this purpose. Instructors 
are available during . the 
session to help you improve 
and strengthen yovir 
swimming ability. Tuesday 
evenings from 9-10 pm.'
;; That suntanned face you' 
see around the pool deck 
these days is Kristy Bevyley 
bur assistant aquatic 
programmer. Kristy has 
just returned from a trip to 
Hawaii, where she suc­
ceeded in achieving a 
golden tan before the 
summer sun has even 
arrived in Sidney.
The Tuesday evening 
Badminton session wound 
up last week with a fun 
tournament. This was the 
first opportunity for many 
of the participants to 
compete and they found 
they thoroughly enjoyed the 
experience. Tom and Linda 
Woolscy ended up as 
overall winners. 
Congratulations to 
everyone who took pari. 
Final comments were 
thanks to Trevor Wignall 
for the season and “wc’rc 
wailing for next year.”
The Peninsula Jitnior 
Tennis Tournament co­
sponsored by Olen 
Meadows Club and the 
Peninsula Recreation will 
get underway on June 2 and 
3. Entry forms arc nvailablc 
al boih Centres as well as 
from Vivien Davies at 
Pui klands School and Dave 
Toobey at North Saanich 
School. Entry fee is $3.50 
per, person which entitles 
the participant to compete 
in singic.s and doubles 
events. Tournament play 
will take place at Olen 
Meadows, Wain Park and 
Parkland CLTurts.
, Tournament 13irector, 
John Harrison, expects a 
riill entry of 40 participants. 
Entry date closes 5:.1() p.m. 
Wedne.sday, May 28. Three 
divisions of play will be run
in all categories; Here’s an 
excellent chance to get into 
competition and have fun 
as well.'
Teens, donH miss the 
S.T.A.G. Sunday Disco. 
Sunday: afternoon May 
27th, from 1:30 to 3:30 
Dance to the uptown disco 
beat of Spinky’s 'Canned 
Music. It’s going to be a 
great afteriibon with 
dancing and fun for all.
The lacrosse^ season is 
well under way, with
Intermediate ( Lacrosse
Games eyer^jTuesday 
evening; at thej Pahorarna 
Arena. Please phone 656-
7271 * for iitformation 
regarding gaih^schedule.
By LAURIE BRINKLOW 
About three o’clock 
weekday afternoons there’s , 
usually always a 
congregation of children 
milling around the corner 
of Fourth Street and 
Beacon, in front of Sidney 
Toyland.
Indeed, one of the first 
things you see when you 
drive down Beacon is the 
bright sign announcing its 
presence.
When I first heard that 
the toy shop was up for 
sale, I went all over town 
looking for the store and 
couldn’t find it anywhere,” 
said Ralph Dahl, the shop’s 
new owner. “1 ended up 
next door asking directions 
how to get there. It was 
then 1 decided that a new 
sign was the first thing the 
store needed.”
Dahl took over from the 
store’s previous owner May 
1. Since then he’s been 
working hard at grasping 
the toy business., finding 
out where everything is, and 
dping his best to give 
suggestions to people 
looking for special gifts.
I’m getting a pretty 
good idea now though,” he 
said.
Toys are something new 
for Dahl; before coming to 
the toy shop he sold 
automotive supplies, 
chocolate bars, life in­
surance and he even did a 
stint in the air force for 
eight years. Both his 
children are grown, but his , 
wife, the manager/director 
of the Family and 
Children’s Service for B.C., 
helps out.
‘She knows more about 
toys than I do, being in the 
field she is,” he said. 
“She’s starting to get her 
feet wet, seeing what I do 
and helping me to order 
things.”
Dahl was originally from 
Saskatoon, but he decided 
12 years ago that the 
weather was much nicer out 
here, so he moved. He said 
he would never move off 
the Peninsula; the people 
-arc fantast,c,j^d besides, 
here he’s blbse~ip? his , 27- 
Topt ^ boat; his favorite 
■;pastime.;''i'."
RALPH DAHL, i\\e new owner of Sidney Toyland, sells toy to happy 
youngster while Mom looks on.
He won’t have too much 
time for cruising the San 
Juans now though, keeping 
his store open six days a 
week, and hopefully seven, 
come summer. He feels the 
tourists ia the summer will 
bring in fairly good 
business, but the best 
months are still from 
September to December, 
the pre-Christmas rush.
“We sell a lot of 
travelling toys in the 
summer, but at the same 
time we’re already ordering 
for Christmas,” he said.
He has a fairly good 
inventory, carrying about 
2,200 of the various lines in 
toys and games.
“But you can never have* 
it all. There’s always 
something we don’t have. 
But I say, if you don’t see it 
and it’s available, .we’ll get 
it.”
He said the most popular 
line of toys right now are 
items from Star. Wars. “All 
ages seem to enjoy it. I even 
get people over 30 coming 
in for the Star Wars 
models.”
He emphasized, though, 
that his motto is 
“Something for everyone.”
After he gets going, he 
plans to specialize in a few 
things, like expensive chess 
sets costing anywhere from 
f$75 To $4,000, and;; Edl 
because he lovesi chess;: ; ;
i Dahl T said >■ he has an
excellent supplier in Vic­
toria who is competitive 
with Vancouver, so being 
on the Island is not a 
problem.
“I have to be competitive 
with the department stores, 
but I think that the one- 
owner shop is coming back 
in vogue. People arb getting 
tired of the big department 
stores, always waiting 
around for someone to 
help.”
He is looking forward to 
getting‘the store revamped 
completed, and he 
recognizes faces more and 
more as they come and go.
“I’nt getting to like kids 
again, but then, in a small 
town, the kids are pretty 
good.”
In celebration of taking 
over his new store, Dahl is 
offering 10 per cent off 
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PANORAMA LEISUUECKNTUE, 1885 Forcsi Park Drive ,
Swimihiitg .'.katittg and recreation programs for every member ol the lumily, (. onsuil our
brocluirl'for details or plume 6.S6-7271 for furtlicr InronmilloH,
• On approval wc’ll tailor 
a repayment plan tinit 
won't strain your budget.
IIOTEUSIDNEV, 2537 llcnton Avc.,SltliU'!y.6S64131 n
KiKciluInmcnl In the Lounge eacli Monday Niglil, 8*11 p.m. Country and Wcsicin with 
Norm Winquesi, Rob Hollis and Ralph Nieforth. (Friday and .Saliirday nlultls 8-12 p.m, 
Varied Pub entertainment). Every Wedneiday wiglil 8-12 p.m. Is talent night in die pnb.
rilEPILVUtlEINN, CoriurMl. Newton Cross Hoads and Ktisl SuimliTi Rd. 656-IS7.5 
Relax by the fire and lisien lo live cnleriainment wltilc pi.iyingChess, Crihbage, (liecLeis, 
llackgainmon, Dmisoi I’ool.
ROYAL OAH INN, 4680 Elk Luke Dr.Y Victoria, 658-5IH
Disco Dancing al The i haicit Monday to Saiutday on die two livelicsi Llaiue Hoots in 
Vieiof in No rover charm'excepf Friday - Saiurday,
Sidney Seniors Get 
I'ederai Grant
Your loan will he lifb insured 
at no cost to you,
fJIDNEV TRAVELODGE, 228lHlcBCon Ave., Sidney. 6S6-H76 : . , ' , .
Foniles Plftce every Friday and Saturday night 9 • 2 a.m., dance to dte music of die 5i» s 
Starling May ISih fcaluiing in TTu} Lounge, Doug Lang, t’mmiry Folk .singer, 8 ir.ni, to, 
Midnight.
VANCOUVER, May 18, 1979 xhc Progressive 
Advoenles group has been 
given a further grant by the 
federal, New Horizons 
progratn.
This gram of $2,652 will 
he used to complete the 
equipping of their quarters 
and further expand dicir 
of nrdvitles In arts 
and ernfts to include a 
lapidary prrjgram.
Group president is Mr. 
Max Seward. 10030 
)Resdtnven Drive, Sidney.
® On approval you can get 
the wliolc amount you need, 
usually wilbin 24 hours.
Rail'

























































A WEDDING with nature as a backdrop 
took place in Sidney on the 19th when 
Andrew Stephen of Montreal and Sheena 
Anderson of Adelaide Australia were united 
in an outdoor ceremony at the home of Dr. 
.lames Morris on Frost Avenue. Pastor
THIEF STRIKES BOAT
Monty Moore officiated.
A piper from the Canadian Scottish 
Regiment provided the music as guests joined 




A 1927 Model T touring 
car in restorable condition 
is one of the items up for 
bid al the Sidney Rotary 
Club’s Giant Prairie Style 
Auction to be held J une 9 at 
the Saanichton Agricultural 
Fair Grounds.
Over 300 good, saleable 
items will be auctioned off, 
including a few recon­
ditioned lawn mowers, 
some ride-em lawn mowers, 
farm equipment and a few 
new dinghies.
Sidney Rotary Club 
member Percy Lazarz and 
Wilf Lund from the Vic­
toria club will be the 
auctioneers. Lazarz an­
ticipates from 250 to 3(X) 
people to attend.
Viewing is at 10 a.m. and 
the auction starts at 1 p.m. 
All proceeds go toward the 
club’s community work, the 
most recent contribution 
being the Zamboni ice 
cleaner for the Panorama 
Leisure Centre.
WEEKDAYS 9 - 9 SUNDAYS 11 - 9
Al Bartaman, 78 
Tsartlip Drive, reported 
May 15 he had to retrieve 
his fishing boat which 
someone had let drift. 
Bartaman said the incident 
had happened several times, 
and three weeks ago when 
his boat was anchored, 
several items off the ve.ssel 
went missing, including a
space heater, two anchors, 
a 6-volt water pump and 
two ship’s wheels. Some 13 
windows in the boat had 
also been smashed, he said.
In other police news: 
Gemini Metal Products on 
B o w' e r b a n k, Si d n c y, 
reported the theft of two 
magnetic .signs May 14.
ADRIEN RAESIDE - at 21, he’s a success story.
Island Cartoonist Achieves 
Wide Recognition
Anyone who is familiar 
with the Driftwood, Salt 
Spring Island’s newspaper, 
will have chuckled at, the 
p a p e r ’ s cartoon drawn 
by island resident Adrien 
Raesidc.
The 21-year-old man has 
been iltawing for its long as 
he can remember and now 
is Well oti the way to .suc­
cess. ' , '
Raeside (.Ices a daily 
Ciii'toon piinel for the 
roionio .Stilt, I'ici.' lances 
for viirious mttgazines back 
east and is currently 
Nvorking on a' bilingual 
cartoon'for a syndicate.
The I'rench-Fiiglish 
cartoon is set in Ifaslern 
fianiida in the ISih century 
and bolh Ihe Oltawii 
.loutnal and the Montreal 
Star have sliown interest, 
Uiicsidc says.
More of Raeside’s work 
is syndicated in 14 papers 
ihroughoiil B,C,
Btil now Raeside is about 
to embark on the most , 
tintbiiions project of his |
career -- a Walt Disney- 
type animated cartoon 
movie.
Called “Once Upon A 
Tail,’’ the movie will run .30 
inirmles and is based on a 
story his mother wrote 
about 10 years ago,
It’s about a guinea pig, a 
rtil, magpie, s(|uirrel, etc., 
— all animals who have 
tails except the guinea pig, 
Raeside says.
Working on 24 frames 
(drawing) a second, Uiicsidc 
figures he will have to draw 
some 21,600 frames to 
complete the movie.
'I'he photography v\'ill be 
done in Vancouvci or 
’Porcmio — then he’ll have 
to go out and sell it, he says, 
Raeside comes from a 
distinguished family -- his 
father is a novelist and his 
liioiliei has had sevd’ial 
ehiUlron’s hooks published, 
RaesideMill lives on Salt 
Spring and solidly resists all 
efforts by newspapers to 
lure him to leloeate back 
east,
St. Stephen’s To Hold 
Annual Horseman's Service
Marqub,. • IMonareh... Zephyr... Bobcai... Haita... Lincoln 
Capri.,. CoMgar... Ford Tracks,,. Safe Buy Usoi Cars.
3377DOUGLAS AT SAANICH RD. 386*6131
Once a year, I’cninsuki 
churcli'goers are treated to 
something a little different 
at St. Steplien's,
It's the iinnual Hot- 
semiin’s Service, where 
people eonte to St, 
Stephen’s Anglicnn Church 
on horseback al'ul the 
service is held outside.
I ast year abotit W) riders 
alleiulcd the service, while 
mori’ titan 200 non-riders 
ciane jttst to enjoy the 
sctvtce otil-of-Uoois, I his 
year It will be held ,lunc .3, 
St, Stephen's Hor­
seman’s Service is iminiie hi 
Canada, ahhotigh such 
services have been held in 
linghmd lor many years, 
I he ev ent was carried coast- 
to coast ott cue lelcvisioit 
seven vear*. asjo, hut (he
idett hasn’t ciKiglil on in this 
cotmliy as Iheie ttren'l 
tviany places like St, 
Stephcit’s where there is 
room to hold a service 
oniside or wlierc people arc 
able 10 come ott horseback, 
Riders from the different 
stables and schools on the 
I’eninsula iisnallv come and 
make a day of it and people 
are invtted to hring picnic 
lunches. Coffee will be 
served by ihrs church at ihe 
hall alter the ser vice, 
Reverend Ivtm bmicr 
.says the serylcc is “all very 
pristoral, 'Tire nlrnr is 
btdugltl onisidc and pui on 
a special gato, And if it 
rains, we (usi get a bit wet,"
’ The service sinns at 11:151 
ti.m, and riders and non' 




WALLACE OR. & W. SAAfllCH RD.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
PRICES EFFEOlVi: MAY 24, 25, 26 & 27, 1979
Bone In Fletcher’s
Hams
























SNOBOY SNAP TOP I
Carrots 1



















j KRAFT CRACKER BARREL
Cheese1 Medium 16 oz.
1
ROMPER 25 oz.
Dog & Cat 
Food
3/99*
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LANNAN 
At the Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital on May 
14, 1979, Mr. Michael
Wilfred Lannan, aged 79 
years, born in North 
Saanich, B.C., late 
residence 21% James White 
Boulevard, Sidney, B.C. In 
loving memory he will be 
sadly missed by family and 
friends.
Service was held in Sands 
Funeral Chapel of Roses, 
9839 Fourth Street, Sidney,
Page. 4 Wednesday, May 23,1979
Dick Leigh
Mox. Temp. (May 15) 
Min, Temp. (May 19) 
Meon
Sidney is going to miss Dick Leigh.
The former mayor who retired recently 
through illhealth was well liked and respected. 
His term of office was characterized by sound 
common sense. Quiet and unassuming, Leigh 
was never flamboyant, never sought publicity 
for the sake of it and always conducted himself 
with dignity.
He distinguished himself by his ability to see 
all sides of the question, and by his ability to 
control disruptive elements on council without 
making enemies and by preserving a strictly 
neutral attitude.
Leigh worked hard for the community. One 
of his pet projects — a ramp at the town hall for 
the handicapped — is nearing completion. And 
during his term of mayor since 1977, Leigh has 
worked with council to bring water to the 
peninsula, for a revised community plan and the 
return of the court to Sidney.
Perhaps Aid. Ben Ethier said it best when he 
paid tribute to Leigh at a recent ceremony in 
council chambers.
Leigh was a good man, Ethier said.
We wish Leigh a quick return to health. 
Hopefully, there wilT be opportunities in the 
future for Leigh to become involved in com­
munity affairs again.
OBITUARIES
B.C., on Friday, May 18, 
1979 at 1 p.m. Rev. Robert 
Sansorn officiating. 




resident of 8915 East 
Saanich Road, Sidney, B.C. 
for the last eight years, 
peacefully at Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital May 22, 
1979, in her 91st year. 
Survived by daughters.
Shirley E. Smith, of Sidney, 
B.C., lone Hicks, Langley, 
B.C., and son Marlow A. 
Hicks, Kelowna, B.C. 
Cremation. Flowers 
gratefully declined. 
Arrangements through First 
Memorial Services Ltd. 
Memorial Service St. Paul’s 
United Church, Sidney, 
May 24, 1979, 2 p.m. Rev. 
Hari Pratt officiating.
Walk away your e,xcess 
calories. It’s the cheapest 















LONG TERM AVERAGEsS RESEARCH STATION
Mean Max. 17.0‘'C
RecordMax. (May 14/73) 29.4'^C 
Mean Min. 7.5®C
Record Min. (May 18/70) 1.7°C
Mean Temp. 12.2°C
Precipitolion 387.9 mm
Max. Temp. (Moy 15) 20.0®C
Min. Temp. (May 19) 3.5°C






Brought to you through the courtesy of
manm
.new and used • sail and powers 
10431 Resti.aven
(corner Harbour Rd. & Rcsthaven)
FULFORD HARBOUR 




















'4<2 Years Ago In The Meviewi
Miss Gwen Hollands, of 
Second Street in Sidney, sat 
serenely at the piano on 
Friday placing V the 
“Cuckoo’’ wheri a pheasant; 
crashed through a window 
on one side of the room and 
,theiv>( dashed;;;;head-first 
through another window on 
/the other; Trie startled Miss 
Hollands survived the 
shower of glass. " ; ; /
Sort of indicates that 
someone Is going to be 
stung —dr something!
The local girls’ softball 
team; battle the “Brick 
Bats” at the Memorial Park 
on Friday night, June 18, 
starting at 6:30.
Last week’s game was a 
thriller when the “Brick 
Bats” took it on the chin, 
and one of the brickyard' 
men was minus a few 
molars when hit by a foul 
ball. ^
This week the losers pay 
the treats — so be on your 
toes girls. The “Brick Bats” 
are fielding a strong nine 
with such players as 
“BaiUing Bert Birchcll”, 
the latest home-run rookie. 
“Clay-slinger Nunn” will 
do the receiving and 
‘' Wheelbarrow-sobble 
Smethurst" the flinging.
Yes, sir, it looks as if Eric 
Forster, the girls’ manager, 
has been hanging around 
the local brickyard lately 
getting the low-dowrt dn 
who's who imd what's 
what!
Be on hand and bring 
your smclling-.s(ilis! ‘
Vancouver Island has a 
gicnt range of precipitation: 
The Saanich Peninsula and 
Gulf Islands have ait 
average precipitation of 
only 28 Inches per year, yet 
at Kennedy Luke, a little 
over UX) miles away to the 
northwest, a.s the crow Hies, 
ofl'icinl figures show 
precipitation for a recent 
year of almost 24 feet -~ 
one of the wciicst spots in
North America,
* *' *
Hearing nn, unusual 
amount of cheering and 
whatnot at the local ball 
park on Tuesday night we 
came to the conclusion that 
the local boys ntust be 
winning. In 'seeking 
verification of the 
deductions arrived at we 
learned wc were quite right 
— apparently the first win 
of tVic .'.c.c.Dti, or somcihing 
like that. The victim of this 
unusual dispiny of lurig- 
cmclslng was the highly 
tooted New Mctlioil 
Laundry team. Ves, sir, 
those laundrymen never 
had » cluincc with Ray 
Byers on tlie slab for tlie 
locals. He rdinply used his
head — “Sanitoned” the 
ball and even the lauh- 
drymen couldn’ t recognize
it. ;;; ■ ,.
Whiffing the air became 
the order of the day as far 
as the dry cleaners were 
concerned Linlil put of she^;,
' g'e .ne r o's.i t.yV'-/--R a'Y' / 
‘■unSanitoned” the ball and 
allowed; a - few bihgles in 
order - that the city boys 
should not be completely 
white-washed. Yes, siree. it 
apparently was some game 
— ending 7-3—- as you can 
verify by calling personally 
on Frank Lf Godfrey,
sponsor of the North 
Saanich team — who is still 
stunned at this unforeseen 
turn of events!
4r, ■ ★ ■_ ■*
Premier Pattullo and 
his cabinet have reason to
be proud of the results of
the election of yesterday 
when every one of them 
were sent back for another 
term of office. With two 
other ptirly leaders in 
opposition we look for 
action. How they stand in 
the house: Liberals — 30, 
Conservatives — 8, CCF —• 
6, Labor ~ 1, Independent 
, — 1, Liberal leading —- 1 
and CCF lending 1. for n
total number of 48 seats.
* '■ * *




Sir: May 1 have The 
courtesy of your columns to 
express my wannest thanks 
to all my supporters and 
friends in the election of 
June I ,
I feel that our success is a 
vindication of the policy 
sponsored by Dr, Patterson 
and tlic Conservative party. 
It is a matter for 
conBrntulation to note the 
extremely large vote polled 
in Iltc province by the 
Conservative party and It 
augurs well for our future 
success. Tlte backbone of 
good government is .strong 
and constructive opposition 
and it is my opinion that the 
Conservative party will 
provide such opposition in 
the next Legislature. I 
would like, also, to offer 
my thanks to my opponents 
for the clean and sport- 
srnnniikc manner in which 
ilu; campaign was con­
ducted, i
Again, I repeat my 
remarks in your issue of 
•Ivuic 2 that 1 icptcsctn 
ALI. the people of The 
Islands and will constantly 
be working in tlicir bc.si 
inieiesis,
The business summary 
of the province of British 
Columbia, as compiled by 
Ihe Bank of Montreal, for
the past month, reads as 
follows:
' “Adverse , weather 
conditions during the 
month retarded the tur­
nover of seasonal mer­
chandise.; Wholesale trade ■ 
generally was in,satisfactory' 
voluriTe. , Collections are 
slpw/bLit improving:; ' The 
building industry is gaining 
impetus on an expanding 
real estate market, svith 
rentals tending toward 
higher levels and suitable 
houses scarce. Cool weather 
has prevailed, witli late 
frosts causing some damage 
to early vegetable crops.
> Apple pools covering the 
1936 crop have closed. The 
average price per box paid 
to grocers, covering all 
grades and varieties, was 
approximately 74 cents, 
compared with 64 cents and 
54 cents, respectively, for 
the two preceding crops. 
Lumbering coiitinucs 
active, with export markets 
steady and prices firm.
Domestic trade is im­
proving. The recent drop in 
the price of base metals is 
having' little effect on 
production as the long terrh 
outlook for these metals is 
considered satisfactory. 
The catch of halibut is in 
larger volume than a year 
ago.V
Ads in the classifieds: 
YOU ARE READING this 
little ad now -— why not run 
your ad in this column next 
issue?
FOR SALE — 26 acres 
waterfront Mayne Island, 
$1,5(X); $50 ca.sh, balance 
on any reasonable terms.
■h It it
Specials at the Sidney 
Cash .and Carry:
Bartlett Pears, large 
tins, 2 for 35c
Crushed Pineapple, large 
tin ... 18c




Spinach, tin ... 14c 
Peas and Carrots, 2 tins
for'25c,v;":.
J am — Stravyberry and 
Raspberry, 2 lb. jars . . . 
27c
Coconut, ‘deslcated, lb.'
/Cooking chocolate,/^ Tb; 
;:.'.'.186;'"/"/
Icing Sugar, 3 lb. . . .25c 
Jelly Powders, Nabob, 2 
for 9c
Tomatoes, 2 for 35c and 
24c'
Grapefruit, 5 for 25c 
Oranges, dozen, 23c; 2 
dozen for 45c 
Carrots, bunch ... 6c 
Lettuce, head . . .6c 
Peamits, lb. . . ; 13c 
, * * *
Everything is in 
readiness for the 
Coronation Celebrations to 
take place today in Sidney 
in honor of His Majesty 
King George VI, crowned 
today. May 12, 1937.
A souvenir program witli
front title page bearing the 
photo of the King has been 
prepared for today. The 
inner pages have the full 
order of the community 
religious service.,wjijch ,will 
bb^participEUed Tn^bly ^ieyefy;; 
Protestant group in the 
district as represented r,by 
the various-leaders, So; that \ 
every \vorshippef, may 
follow and participate 
therein with ease.
The Town of Sidney has 
taken on a gay appearance, 
with nags and bunting in 
evidence everywhere. A 
committee from the Sidney 
Businc-ssmen’s Association 
has been busy and arranged 
stringers of greenery, 
centred by Rags, across 
Beacon Avenue at intervals.
This is a day of great 
moment in the history of 
the British Commonwealth 
of Nations — let’s grasp its 
true significance — let’s 
celebrate in a manner 
worthy of this important 
event!
CHURCH DIRECTORY
Attend The Church Of Your Choice 
This Weekend













7:30 p.m. , Holy
• Communion
Rev. Ivan Putter 
652-2812 
Ollicc: 652-4311 
9 to 12 noon 
Monday to Friday
Letters To The Editor
Editor, The Review, Sir:
It is Ihe responsibility of 
a good ncwspajici 10 pnm 
all llie news Inn your lead 
story of May 16 was the 
sleaziest bit of sensation 
niongcring 1 liave seen in a 
long lime.
By indireetion and in- 
niieiulo, yon have
prejudiced iho invesiigaiioii 
of the RCMP officer in the 
perfonnanco of the duiies 
which he is chargcil lo 
pel I'oi'm on onr hehulf.
Much ouilios was 
generated in llie story over 
Ihe iitjiiiy to the aircstcd 
person but little comment is 
niiide ahoiit tin: fright he 
occasioned to tlte lady on 
Dnrranec Road cniislitg her 
appetil lot help because of 
trespass, or tlte allegation 
titat the man was inehriated 
and pcyssibly in charge of a 
veliiclc appreltended itt tlic 
scene, anil the fact that he 
Liniie upparcnily resisted 
artesi, \shich reasonably 
could have been the con- 
irilnitittg cause of injury. It 
is reasonable .mil lawful 
that an officer cun apply 
such force as ik necessary to 
effeei an arrest tinil also ti> 
protect Itint.sclf from 
.issanlt.
The Colonist timl Times 
also reported this incidem 
but in a rcsponsihlc anil 
objective ntiinnei due to the 
fact that an investigation 
Itiid been called heeaiise (sf 
certain allegations.
I would hope that yon, as; 
an editor, would not have 
to be reminded that under 
British law one is iniioceni 
until proven guilty by due
process ttnd not the press.
Your violation of decent 
join nalisiic practice has 
prejudiced tlte position of 
the poiice officer and mtiy 
h.ive destroyed some of Ihe 
aditti ration and respect 
witicli most Canadians have 
for titis historic police 
I'oree, one iluti is admired 
and respected all over tlte 
world.
1 have personally Iteartl 
and witnessed tlic verbal 
and profane ahiisc of onr 
police by some of tlte young 
element of Liiir society and 
was ntoitificd iltat the 
olficcr liad to stand and 
take it lu'caiise of ilto
cntasciilaiion itf our laws...
wliich now .seem to he 
aimeil at the prtyicciion of 
the criminal rather tliaif the 
protection of the citi/en, 
.Stories such as yours can 
only cause tlcdicaied tind 
responsible police officers 
to conclude iltal risking 
iltcir lives dally is a futile 
cl fort, If cnotigli of them 
give up, then by our failure 
lo support onr great force 
we wiU have lost one of the 
most higitly trained and 
dedicated groii|y of men in 
Caiuida, A story aboiii ilicir 
commuiiiiy work over the 
years on their own lime 
—■ vvonld have been wor- 
thwliile as tlte lone picture 
on “t’olicc Week” was 
captioned only wiilt the 
mime of !i eonple of ynnnp 
lads listening to a Motiniie 
“•"Y he received no 
recognition nor was there 
any story on their work. 
You might inrtt ybiit 
“'bleeding heart” reporter
loo.se nil that story, wliich is 
a very consirnctive effort 
being made on ilieir own 
lime by dedicated and 
higitly iiioiivaied men who 
are a eredit to their 





If till! writer had lakeii 
the time to fully read last 
week's paper lie would have 
noted 11 full report on our 
Inside page refcrrliiR to 
“I’olia' Week" on the 
penliisiilu,
Editor, The Review, Sir:
Upon tttakliig payntciu 
for lay dog's licence 
recently, | was asked 
wliethi'r my female dog was 
spaycil, Ciiiimis as to tlte 
relcvtmce of this Lpicstion, 1 
asked tin vvhai the payniiMii 
for this licence was based. I 
was informed that as an 
incentive for people to hdiv 
keep the dog population 
down, a reduced rate vvas 
given to persons with 
.spayial females, $6 as 
opnovi'd to $E5 for nn- 
spayeii females. Having a 
spaycil female, I was 
nniiirnlly pleased with this 
|■ellnc^'ll rate.
Bravo! I thought, a 
progiL's.sive fee Miiiciurc, I 
then asked whether the
*:nnn' rrltiuT'i ,ipp|i<'d r<''r
male ilogs as well. The 
attetulniil’s voice quieted 
slightly as she nnsvvered, 
”No. they all pav $6,” 
l/Sb,” I qnc.stioncd, 
“ncaiered or not?” “Yes,”
site replied.
1 agree very much with a 
policy which gives people 
ineeniive to help keep the 
dog population down. 
However, 1 fail to un­
derstand why the omi,s is 
put totally on female dog 
owners, rather than on 
Al l. dog owncis. I feel lliai 
the present policy is 
discriininiuory. toward 
owners of female dogs and 
feel iliat tmnenicred dog 
owners should pay the same 
raieas iinspayed femule dog 
ow ners, i'he point being, to 
use an old cliche,"It takes 
two to tango,”
1 am interested in the 
rational regarding the 
eiirreni fee structure, 




Eilhtir, The Review, .Sir;
Al this lime 1 wi.sh lo 
express my warmest thanks 
to all the volunteer can­
vassers who gave their time 
so willingly and worked so 
hard to make our 1979 
Conquer Cancer Campaign 
a gre.it success, Without 
you nil, it could not have 
been done,
A special thank you to 
Mrs. Pepgie Fennell, 
Secreinry-'Trea,surer and my 
constant co-workcr; also to 
the Mrs, Marjorie Porter, 
T'uzanitc Owen, C.^ys 
Owens, Terry Van- 
derkriu'hl, Possic 
Mcnonahl, Tnidle Carrier 
nnd Pfiiw Mc.'VvJty, my 
very capable Zone Cap- 
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7:00 p.m. Praise & Share 
Tuesday
7:00 p.m. Bible Study 
"Preaclting the Chri.st- 
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7180 East Soonlch Rd.
9;45 a.m.
BRENTWOOD 







11^00 a.m. - - Family 
Service / with , Central 
Saa h ic h/ “G h u rches, 
C e n ten n i a 1 Pa r k, 
Wallace Drive. ; / ■ ; ^
11:00 a.m. - Holy 
Communion at the 
Chapel.
Rector





















7:00 p.m. - “How to 
Rejoice in Difficulties” 
Wednesday
7:30 p.m. Bible Study 
& Prayer 
Thursday
7:30 p.m. - Briercrest 
Bible College Choir. 
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Pastor: M, Moore 
656-;t.544 656-2898
"With Cliii.st at heart 
and you in mind.”
^angllcorrniwinTTrZonu^r^”
THE PARISH 
OF SIDNEY & 
NORTH SAANICH




10:00 a.m, •• Family 
Service




9686 3rd St., Sidney 
8:00 a,m. Holy
Conttminion 
11:15 a.m. - Morning 
Prayer. Suitilay Sdiool 
nnd NurseryH 
Rector
Rev, R.A. Saiisom 
656-4870 656-5322
OUR 1.ADV OF THE 
ASSUMPTION 
7726W.Saanidi Road 
Saturday Mass .5;.li)p.ni. 
Sunday Mass 9:(K)a,m.
ST, EI.I/.ABKTH’.S 
' . CHUIICH 
100.30 Third St.. Sidney
Sunday Masses 

















Meets! each Sunday 
Keating Elem. Sdiuol 
681.3 Central Saanich Rd.
Lord’s Supper 9:30 a.m. 
Fttmily Service I HOG a.m. 





2295 Weller Ave. 
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Deadly mushrooms coming in season
‘‘4SHOUR REPAIR ANCf 
appraisal SERVICE" ■





Sometimes it takes an 
expert to tell a poisonous 
mushroom from an edible 
one.
People who pick 
mushrooms in the woods or 
parks or on golf courses







This 2-button, 3-cycle dishwasher is loaded with 
features — like reversible cutting board, dual 
detergent dispensers, self-cleaning filter. 







2513 BEACON AVE. 656-3724
appears at this time of year, 
warns Dr. A. Funk of the 
Pacific Forest Research 
Center.
Funk says the 
mushroom, commonly 
called the panther agaric, 
tends to be brown to coffee 
brown in colour with white 
warts or spots that are very 
characteristic of this type of 
mushroom.
These warts or spots are 
loose and in a heavy rain 
could be washed off which 
would make it difficult to 
distinguish the panther 
agaric from other 
mushrooms.
Funk says the panther 
agaric can also be identified 
by its gills which are pure 
white and by a ring on its 
stem. The base of the 
mushroom is bulbous but is 
not always visible.
Funk says people have 
told him they can identify a 
poisonous mushroom 
because it is harder to peel 
than an edible one. Funk 
says the panther agaric 
peels very , easily and he is 
told it is even quite tasty.
Funk says the occurence 
of this mushroom is very 
widespread and is com­
monly found in this area, 
especially in the parks. It is 
usually found near trees
and would not be found in 
an open field.
If someone were to eat 
this mushroom he or she 
would have a reaction 
within half an hour. Funk 
says the first symptom is 
drowsiness followed by 
muscle spasms which could 
last four hours, followed by 
a deep sleep.
Funk says the first thing 
to do for a suspected victim 
is to induce vomiting. The 
victim should then be taken 
to the poison control center 
at a hospital.
Funk says a lady brought 
some of these mushrooms 
in to the research center last 
year and said a woman 
friend of hers might 
possibly have eaten them, 
When the lady’s friend was 
contacted she was already 
in intensive care. She was 
saved, but Funk says she 
could have died.
Funk suggests that if 
found, all specimens of the 
mushroom should be 
destroyed, and to warn
COLOR T.V. PROBLEMS ?
Sldr^ey T.V. - Rcadio
BEACON PLAZA MALL 
656-5332
children not to touch 
mushrooms they find 
growing in the parks.
Fatal to dogs, too
Most mycologists are aware of poisonous species of 
mushrooms and their effect if ingested by humans. 
Occasionally, mycologists and medical doctors issue 
seasonal warnings to mushroom hunters and parents of 
young children to be wary of certain mushrooms. 
However, in addition to humans, dogs also can be afflicted 
by mushroom poisoning, as noted by the following incident 
that occurred near Victoria in June, 1976.
A female Labrador and her litter of nine 4!/2-wk-old 
healthy pups were in a compound which permitted the pups 
access to a treed yard where a species of wild mushroom 
grew abundantly. Within an hour, one pup was dead and 
some could use only their hind legs, pushing their noses on 
the ground and dragging their front legs. Within two 
hours, another pup had died and three more showed the 
above symptoms, as well as stretching the head over the 
back.
All pups were taken to a veterinarian where a third died, 
within three hours of ingesting mushrooms. Each dead pup 
had large pieces of a single mushroom in the stomach. The 
remaining pups, showing symptoms of mushroom 
poisoning, were given an injection of atropine. They 
continued to have convulsions for 12 hours but completely 
recovered in 17 hours! '
R.S. Hunt and A. Funk 
Pacific Forest Research Centre

















Coldstream Creek, at the 
bottom end of the 
Peninsula is a canyon creek. 
Due to the high, 
coniferlined walls and 
overhanging deciduous 
trees, little sunlight 
penetrates to warm the 
stream. The cold, plus the 
absence of light, slows the 
photosynthetic process. It 
iimits the numbers of 
salmon and trout fry that 
can survive in Coldstream 
Creek.
"To offset the low 
productivity," said Central 
Saanich resident Howard 
English, of the 
Amalgamated Con­
servation Society, “we 
started feeding fry here in 
1972. But the fry level 
remained so low that wc 
built an incubation box in 
1974... it produced an 
additional 40,000 fry that 
first year."
The success of the 
feeding program and the 
incubation box was noted in 
the incrciuscd catches of 
coho in Saanich Iniet, both 
by commercial fishermen 
and anglers. But so in­
tensive were the fisheries 
beyond the mouth of the 
Coldstream that spawner 
coho slocks dropped from
PROPERTY FOR SALE BY TENDER
Located in the Town of Sidney - School District Admini.sirntlve Offices, 9751 ■ 
Third Street. School District No, 63 (Saanich) invites offers by scaled lender for the 
following land and improvements thereon legally described us: Lots 9,10,11, Block 
11, Sections lOrmd 11, Rangc4E, Plan 381, North Saanich District.
Tenders submitted slinll take the form of: "Tender A for Land and Main 
Administrative Complex”; "Tender B for one or two 20’x30’ Relocatable Offices",
All tenders must be sealed nnd clearly marked "Tender A for Land and Main 
Administrative Complex" and/or "Tender B for one or two ?.0’x30’ Relocatable 
Offices" and must be delivered before 2:00 p.rn. on Jimc Vih, 1979, addressed to:
Mr. R.S. Ingram, Secretary-Treasurer 
School District No. 63 (Saanich)
P.O.Box 2010 
Sidney, B.C, V8L 3S4
Tenders must be accompanied by a certified cheque In the amount of $2,500,00 for 
Ihe total complex and $500.(H) foPeach of tlic portable office buildings, Clieques are 
to be uiudc p.tyablc to Gvbool Dlsititt No, 63 (rMUnkli), Tin; lilgbc;.l ta any lender 
will not necessarily be accepted.
Tire building will be open for public inspection between 9:00 a.m, and 4:00 p.m. 
eacli day prior to ,Bmc ?lb, 1979, Appoimmems will be necessary. For additional 
information, please contact Mr. H.J. Schneider, Superintendent of Physical Plant 
81656-1111.
2328 HARBOUR ROAD, SIDNEY
480 in 1974'to only 103 in 
1977. But by 1978 when the 
original stocks from the 
incubation box began to 
return a record escapement 
of 27,000 spawners was 
noted. However English is 
not complacent. 
"Fishermen have the ability 
to zero in on a particular 
run of salmon.” He feels 
that control of the fisheries 
by government is essential.
"Neither sports nor 
commercial fishermen arc 
about , to control them­
selves,” he pointed out. 
"They can easily cancel out 
all the work done by groups 
such as ours."
The Amalgamated 
Conservation Society is a 
grouping of 'conservation 
oriented outdoor 
organizations’, according 
to the Society’s annual 
report. Their common 
interest is the 'strengthening 
of the lifesupport systems in 
their community streams’,
Helping the eight angler 
and conservation clubs that 
make up the A.C.S. arc 
ecology-minded students of 
tlircc local high schools and 
the University of Victoria.
While work by individual 
clubs on their community 
streams is ongoing, the 
cooperative effort of the 
Society is focussed on 
Goldstrenm. Explained 
English, ivho is both 
coordinator nnd .supervisor 
of the Society's work: 
"Another factor limiting 
fry production here is 
fluctuating .stream flow."
In periods of heavy 
rainfall, water velocities 
increase to the point where 
llie eggs nnd young of 
salmonid species such as 
stccihcnd, coho and 
Chinook arc washed 
downstream into Saanich 
Inlet. A means of 
preventIng tills seasonal 
problem was sought by the 
Society.
"The year after wc in­
stalled our first box wc went 
on to build a side channel,”
aid English.
The low rock walls 
needed to divert and guide 
the waicrflow into a 
pel ipheriU channel suitable 
for spawning and fry 
rearing had the secondary 
effect of providing flood 
couiiol in the new channel,
None of this work could 
have been done without the 
permission, cooperation 
and supervision of the 
government agencies which 
share responsibility for 
Coldstream Creek. These 
included: the provincial 
Parks Branch; the Fish and 
Wildlife Branch; the Great 
Victoria Water District and 
the federal Department of 
fisheries.
With the advice of 
Fisheries Department 
engineers on how to 
proceed, the labor force of 
the Society began the ar­
duous job of picking 
streambed stones to stack 
into walls and ledges. The 
walls formed the side 
channel; the ledges 
provided the riffles and 
pools needed by salmonids 
to spawn and, the following 
spring, for their fry off­
spring to rear.
The success of the in­
cubation box, side channel 
and improved rearing areas 
in the stream led to the 
building of two more boxes 
and the start of another side 
channel.
"By the end of Sep­
tember we'd put 350 man 
hours into it," said English. 
The main groin is com­
pleted but it won't be 
finished until next year."
Ornvel for the seven- 
metre wide, 50-mctrc-long 
side channel was purchased 
with a $600 grant from The 
Salmonid Enhancement 
Program (SEP). The 15- 
ycar federal Fisheries 
Department program is 
intended to re,store tlic west 
coast salmon sticks to their 
prc-1900 levels of abun­
dance; about twice what 
they' are today. Assisinnce 
to groups and individuals 
involved in improving 
salmonid habitat is funded 
through the Public Par­
ticipation Program of SEP,
At Goldstrcam the work 
is done during the cvcning.s 
and on weekends. Since it is 
'volunteer', tlic total work­
force of 140 itduhs and 40 
teen-agers is never present 
all at once. There wouldn’t 
be room for that number of 
people to work lu tlte creek 
at the same time.
Students are usually 
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Aclivilies Given Boost
Tsartlip School Fair
Special activities for 
youngsters ’ at Tsartlip 
school on West Saanich 
Road will keep going — 
thanks to a financial boost 
from the school’s spring 
fair, held May 17 which- 
realized $1,108.
A spokesman for Tsartlip 
said it was the first time the 
school had held a fair. “For 
the first one we did really 
well. It was a good tournout 
— not huge crowds — but 
things going on all the 
thne.’’
The special activities 
which will be funded with 
proceeds from the fair are 
held on alternate Friday 
afternoons and instruct 
students in cooking, 
handicrafts, music, 
weaving, knitting and 
beadwork — all items that 
require money, but are not 
included in school funding.
fhe school held a bingo 
last fall that brought in
S2(X) and kept the activities
CABLE TO
going.
The fair featured a 
s a 1 m on b :i r b e q u e, 
children’s crafts, a stall of 
crafts from the Victoria 
Native Indian Friendship 
Centre, archery, hay rides, 









2495 BEACON AVE. 656-4818
1. Breakfast In 6. 2Hot
America
Supertramp
2. The Douce Is Loose 
Doucette
3. Dire Straits 
Dire Straits
4. Bad Girls 
Donna Summer
5. Parallel Lines 
Blondie
Peaches & Herb
7. Minute By Minute 
Doobie Brothers
8. Night Flight To 
Venus
Boney M.
9. We Are Family 
Sister Sledge
10. Enlightened Rogues 
Allman Brothers 
Band
THURS., MA Y24 
7:30- PENINSULA RECREATION SCENE 
8:00 - IT AMAZES ME (POLICE WEEK) 
8:30 - HORSE BREEDING
TUES., MAY29 
7:00- MISS MAJORETTE 







The regular meeting of 
Central Saanich Council, 
brought forward to 
Tuesday night owing to 
Monday’s holiday was 
cancelled.
a! special meeting of 
council will probably be 
scheduled for next Monday 
night before com­
mencement of committee 
meetings.
Positive Vibrations'
The Spring rush of album 
releases is upon us and a 
large percentage of these 
records fit the new wave 
category. This week we can 
look at the first crop of 
what is sure to be a bumper 
year for rock and roll.
The Clash are the band 
most associated with the 
spirit of punk and their first 
album definitely is The 
punk album. Their new 
album Give ’Em Enough 
Rope.’ has the band firmly 
in electric guitar rock and 
roll land and it is one 
powerful record. Time 
magazine even picked it 
over Elvis for album of the 
year, one could question the 
choice. If there is an op­
posite end of the musical 
spectrum fo the laidback 
music of the eagles et all 
then this album has to be it; 
definitely not going to be 
played on any radio around 
here. The Clash trademark 
is loud and fast so if you 
need to get your adrenalin 
going slide down to your 
sunny record store and 
demand this Ip.
Would you rather the 
Police than the Clash? A lot 
of people are predicting big 
success for this band, 
mainly because their single, 
Roxanne is getting airplay 
on the U.S. FM stations. 
Their LP . Outlandos 
D’Amour isn’t immediately 
catchy rather it grows on 
the listener with repeated 
playings. The often shrill 
vocals and the simple 
reggae based jpercussion 
take a bit of getting used to 
at first but that is what 
distinguishes the band from 
a score of other ‘heavy’ new 
wavegroups.
Moving right across the 
Atlantic to Boston we find 
America’s most successful 
in terms of sales, new wave 
group. The Cars. The 
production on this album is 
the most noticeable feature, 
turning catchy but simple 
songs into a tour de force of 
studio techniques. Ex- 
Queen producer Roy 
Thomas Baker deserves as 
much credit for the record 
as the group does and it 
would be interesting to hear 
the Cars live to sec how they 
make out without Baker’s 
help.
Another of last year’s 
albums that may get 
recognition in the coming 
months is the second LP by 
the Motors called Approved 
by the Motors. The album 
has been compared to 
lOOCC’s Sheet Music and 
anyone familiar with that 
record knows thats quite a 
compliment. The group had 
three hit singles in England 
but somehow the album 
sales never followed, and 1 
fear it will become one of 
the great overlooked 
records of 1978. There have 
been few more varied 
albums released in a long 
time. Soft songs such as 
Airport, Today, and 
Dreaming Your Life Away 
are contrasted with driving 
rockers like Breathless and 
Forget About You to 
produce one of those rare 
albums that sound good 
anytime and anyplace. If 
you are looking for rock 
and roll but don’t trust the 
new wave then try this 
album you won’t be sorry.
The final group I will 
deal with is the Only Ones. 
Another group that fuses 
old wave withnew wave and 
like The Motors -have 
received critical acclaim but 
little commercial success. 
Canadians are in the lucky 
position to be able to check 
out both of the groups 
records. CBS Canada has 
just released the first album 
while import copies of the 
groups second record Even 
Serpents Shine are- arriving . 
in many record stores. The 
albums reflect a inixture of 
short : catchy tunes and 
longer more blues based 
songs and it is likely these 
latter pieces will attract FM 
radio play.
When examined 
separately the above five 
bands; The Clash, The 
Police, The Cars, The 
Motors and The Only Ones 
are very different yet all can 
be considered New Wave. 
The lesson to be learned is 
not to u,se labels to define 
the music but just to 
categorize it. Its not likely 
that many people will like 
all five of these groups but 
to dismiss them all because 
of a label benefits no one. 
So take a chance and listen 
to one of the above records
Letters To The Editor
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tains; Messers Wert Van 
Deventer and Ray Lamoni 
who did a ircmendous job 
of canvassing the businesses 
and the Mimicipal Council 
and Police Dept, for their 
duppori.
Finally, I wish lo express 
my appreciation and 
gratitude to lltose residents 
of Ceniial Saanich who 
gave so generously when 
(Mir caiivasser called. Your 
support amounted to a 
grand total of $8515,(X)!, A 
big 'rilANK YOU to you 
all. With your lielp Cancer 
CAN lie beaten.
Any further con- 
iributioris will he gratefully 







But then, who knows, the 
kids may turn out lo be less 
gullible than the average 
I rudeauphile! After all, 
they’ve LIVED with the 
man.
Yoiirfi very truly, 
G. Muinpri/c 
5399 Aldericy Road 
Victoria
Prom Sovorol Now Ikohle
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Editor, I'he Review, Sirs
it cost the F.iherals 
$12,(''to to hear their leader 
ilrar tieally dcelaim “wlini 
will we answer our chiUlten, 
yours and mine, when they 
\vill ask us; What did you 
do ill 1979 to save the
i (i.iiii I ■, y
in the Beacon Btaia Mall in Sidney
I trust the liitit* nippers 
will never ask the old man 
what he was doing in 1939. 
I lieu Papa would un­
doubtedly claim he single-, 
handedly, wicstled fascism 
toihegiound,
Editor, The Review, Sir:
Eacli week I contribute 
something lo the Review. 
At least endeavor to do so. 
Endeavor is tlic word; three 
out of four get thrown 
away. The Editor must have 
said "that’s a queer fellow, 
vvlty does lie not realize wc 
don’twant his stuff,
Yea, he is a funny fellow: 
thinks it important, 
amusing or interesting. 
After all, tlie,se TO year-olds 
should have learned 
somciliing worth vdiilc. I do 
know some people “lust’’ 
loo long, Shaw, whom I 
admired, had a few years 
heiim forgoiteh, lie did 
tow ard llie end know. He 
said lo Mrs, Aslor, N.mcy. 
I am tired; tired,’’ Chur- 
cliill, whom I didn't ,admire 
''la.sicd too long. He 
couldn't be expected to live 
up to the fallowing.
Nancy Aslor, who didn't 
like tlte man said “If t were 
your wife, I’d give you 
poison. His repiv, “If 1 








Equipment May Be To Blame In Death
Page 7
Faulty equipmenl may 
have caused the death of a 
27-year-old man who was 
diving for geoduck clams 
May 16 south of James
Island, police say.
A preliminary
examination of a com­
pressor, holding tank and 
filter system delivering air 
by deep line to diver Joseph 
Wayne Mills indicates the 
gear was not working as it 
should.
The equipment has been 
sent to the RCMP 
laboratory in Vancouver 
for more detailed inspection
NOTICE
to all clients of SIDNEY ANIMAL 
HOSPITAL, 9750 3rd St., all medical 
records have been transferred to Dr. 
Hubert’s office (Sidney Animal Medical 
Centre) at 9838 5th St., across from 
Capital Market. For appointments you 
may continue to call 656-4223 or 656- 
3333.
■"I
and a report is expected 
within a week.
Mills, 7021 Grant Road, 
Sooke, was diving alone 
while a companion, Daryl 
Sage, 58.38 Blythswood, 
Sooke, operated the 
compressor in Mills’ boat.
The two men left Sidney 
shortly after noon and had 
been working a clam bed in 
10 metres of water for 
about an hour when 
suddenly Mills shot to the 
surface, thrashing his arms, 
then submerged.
Sage grabbed a lifeline 
connected to Mills’ body 
and pulled him to the boat. 
He attempted to revive the 
diver with mouth-to-mouth 
resuscitation but failed.
Ambulance and 
paramedics stood by at 
Beacon Wharf and ad­
ministered mouth-to-mouth 
resuscitation but Mills was 
pronounced dead on arrival
at the Royal Jubilee 
Hospital.
Police said that Sage, 
during his rescue of Mills, 
cut off the regulator and 
weight belt, which went to 
the bottom, and 
arrangements had been 
made with divers to recover 
theiteitis.
An inquest has been 
ordered into the death.
Bowling Club Holds
Windup Banquet
The Sidney golden age 
bowling club held their 
wind up banquet at the 
Silver Threads Centre, 
Resthaven Drive on 
Saturday the 12th of May. 
The festivities started at 
6:30 with a delicious 
chicken dinner. Following 
the dinner, the various 
trophies were awarded to 
the members of the 14 
teams who participated.
Mrs. Betty Wilson made 
the presentation. The first 
trophy was a special tribute 
to Del Jackson in ap­
preciation for her expertise 
in culinary skills. The 
trophy states “Chef of the 
Year’’. The Championship 
Shield was won by the Hot 
Shots. The runners up were 
the Singers.
The High Average award 
for the men was given to Ed 
Madson and the High 
Average . award for the 
ladies was given to Jean 
Callow.
The High Triple award 
for the men was given to 
Gus Dumont and the High 
average award for the laides 
was given to Jean Callow.
The High Simple award 
for the men was given to 
Kern Aberdeen and the high 
simple award for the ladies 
was given to Vera Gabrid.
The “Bowler of the 
Year” for the men is 
George Dullin and for the 
Ladies “Bowler of the 
Year” - Amy Bourassa.
The winner of the most 
Improved Average for the 
men is George Darrough 
and the Most Improved 
Average for the ladies is 
Violet Kean.
A presentation was made 
to Betty Wilson on behalf 
of the Bowlers, and one by 
Betty to the co-ordinators 
from the proprietors of the 
Miracle Lanes. Marge 
Bosher then made a 
presentation to the Co­
ordinators Frank and Doris 
Waters from the Bowlers.
The evening wound up 
with a dance to the music of 
Sid Jackson and his Combo 
and a very pleasant time 
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Wives of members of 
the Men’s Club at North 
Saanich’s Anglican Parish 
were treated to breakfast on 
“Ladies’ Day”, Friday, 
May 11, the club’s last 
meeting of the season.
After breakfast. Rev. 
Colin Campbell gave a 
showing of his slides of 
Australia and cliib 
President Art Freelove read 
a meditation.
NO INJURIES resulted from an accident in 
front of 893 Verdier Road, May 16, when 
Clifford Wakeman, 26, drove his 1966 
Chevrolet pick-up truck into the rear of a 
parked 1972 Lincoln.
Wakeman and his passenger, Teija Tifsari, 
17, were enroute from the Bayshore Restaurant, 
where she is employed, when the accident oc- 
cured. Miss Tifsari was thrown into the win­
dshield, but according to Central Saanich Police 
suffered no injuries and was released from 
hospital after a check-up.
The impact drove the Lincoln approximately 
25 feet beyond it’s original position, and forced 
Wakeman’s truck to a stop against a Hydro 
power pole. Both vehicles suffered extensive 
damage.
CURTIS URGES VICTORIANS 
TO TOUR BUILDINGS
Guided tours through 
the Parliament Buildings 
will be provided on a daily 
basis beginning Saturday, 
May 19. Hugh Curtis, 
provincial secretary and 
minister of government 
services stated that the 
service, will be provided 
through the summer, from 
8:30 a.m. to 8 p.m., with 
tours beginning every ,15'' 
minutes.
“This year I would urge 
Victorians to make a point 
of bringing'their guests to 
see their Legislative 
Buildings. Visitors and 
residents alike -will be 
rewarded with new 
knowledge of the 
background of the 
buildings and of the history 
,of government in British 
Columbia.”
Meetings are usually held 
the second Thursday of the 
month, but due to the 
election, the parish hall was 
being used for other 
purposes. This was un­
fortunate, they said, as 
many who would have 
otherwise attended from 
Holy Trinity Church were 
occupied in preparations 
for the annual bazaar there 
the following day. / :
The- club’s; next meeting 
will beiSepL 13^
[MAJOR^ JEAN BJ7TL£i? recently opened the 
new Day Care Centre'at the old farm houseln 










Maplewood Cornish 16 ox..
GAME HEN ea.
Canada Gr. A
BEEF RIB STEAK lb
49
□ELI-BUN
‘Your nicest luncheon place in town. ” 
DELI BUNS 
SAND-WICHES 







10114 MCDONALD PARK RD.
656-1313 '











Minute Maid Frozen concontratod ^^^
ORANGE JUICE n.5.1.88^
Alpha IJnpa$teurizod 2 lb. tub ^
CREAMED HONEY
Noiloy's Potato or
BEAN SALAD IS ox. 59*^
RID Mhby's 10 oz, ^ ^ ^
KIDNEY BEANS 3r1®®
Kon-L Rotlon 2 kg. pkg.
BURGERS
Guakor Muffots 500 g.
SHREDDED WHEAT
Planter's 16 OZ. ^
$|29PEANUT OIL
Cut-RB« 100'pkg. n ^
WAX PAPER REFILL 65*^
Nosoofo 10 OZ.





INSTANT Mr. Ncdlo,NOODLES 3 .x pkg.
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All Purpose Grind 
bag
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Cannda’o Food Guido rocommorrds two oorvlnoo of 
rnoal or allfiinaiivpB ovory d«y. With prlcos ol moat 
climdino, smart Inllatlorr Flohtora aro chockina 
Saloway'a wookly food ndn lor iho moat aprsciflls, Iho 
best buys in bool, poultry, pork or llfih.
You can rrubstilulo cheaper cuts and make bettor 
u«o ol the wide varioly ol moata at Safeway. Alao, 
eoga, chonao and milk aro obod meal alternativof*, 
took lor our rnonoy.Baving rocipoa at Gateway lo help 
with mo«l planning ktean
rterhombet, subniitute il there is a saving. You'll 
onloy trying now loods and cut food coals at iho 
same lime, ......
, iVdxt wook ',s Inihiimn I'lgMind kimi
“WHAT COST
cotrvEteEUCE?"
logethor, we can be
INFLATION FIGHTERS!
Taste Teiis 
14 fi. oz. tins for
Empress 




Package of 5 .. . . . . . . . . . . .
Brocade






2.4 kg. box Package of 24.... ., .„
JfTJU* ^■ Im %0
ili'■■












10 oz. jar . . .
2 - 8.5 oz. pouches
Quench. Assorted 
Flavours. Package of 
4 - 3.5 oz. pouches
California Grown 
No.l
Grade . . . each
■■ [
^ I B.C. Grown 
T I Local 
I Hot House 
I Ho. I Grade .lb.





01. tin . . ^
Green Onions S! '” for for
White Rose 
Cal. Grown 






Canada Domestic Grade .. . . . . . . . . . lb
Mouthwash
Sesame Street
B.C. Grown Bunched .. . . . . . . . ....




Available from all ^ 





Tuesday to Sunday 
May 22 to May 27
in Your Friendly 
Sidney Safeway Store
★ Drain Set ★Wastebasket
★ Laundry Basket ★Pall
★ Mixing Bowls Your Choice.............
Suios In Rotoil QuantStl^i Only
General Electric 
60w and lOOw 
Package of 2
and Creme Rirrse. Breck.
Asst'd. 400 niL bottle. . .. . . . . . . .
Thnthna«;tpRUuUipcidlls freshmint 150 ml. tube . ...
Page 9
Scope
750 mL bottle ................
Page 10 thereview Wednesday, May 23,1979
m * ■ Grandparents 
Honoured By 
Grade One Class
:^^P^iyP CROWHURST showed “Grandma” Shade her notebook, 
Phillips, adopted from Silver Threads, looks at desk with
LEILA I,£/MSI>£7V enjoyed goodies on “Grandma” Jennings’ lap. Leila 
borrowed Grandma Jennings from a classmate who had two grandparents 
^attend.'.■
When the children in the 
Grade 1 class at Sidney 
elementary school finished 
their Social Studies unit on 
the family, they realized 
that grandparents are pretty 
special people.
So, on Thursday, May 
17, the 42 children decided 
to honor them by inviting 
them to their class for tea, a 
task they did not take 
lightly.
They .sent invitations to 
grandmas and grandpas, 
and if a grandparent wasn’t 
able to come, they 
borrowed one from some of 
their classmates who had 
two, or they adopted one 
from Silver Threads.
They baked cookies and 
cakes, made flower vases 
and placemats, practiced 
songs, dances and skits, and 
even let the grandparents sit 
at their desks.
The teachers, Mrs. 
Brenda Simmons and Mr. 
Dave Scandrett, helped the 
children organize the event, 
something they did last year 
as well. Some of the 
children’s mothers served 
tea and helped out wherever 
they could.
“About two-thirds of the 
children’s grandparents 
were able to come,’’ said 
Mrs. Simmons. “One 
grandmother even came 
over from Vancouver to 
attend. And the adopted 
grandparents from Silver 
Threads were just thrilled to 
be asked.”
Except for the children 
being a little nervous while 
waiting for the grand­
parents to arrive, the party 
went off without a hitch, 
with both the grandparents
and the children enjoying 
the entertainment, the tea, 




1809 CDOR ST. . 
StSTiSlS 
Ont inch ilnosl 
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TENNIS - starts May 29th
Instruction and Supervised Social Play 
for All Ages and All Levels 
6 lessons for $18.00 
— Juniors $15.00 
Information And Registration 
Jean Shaw • 656-1363 
Ann Graham - 652-3059 
Central Saanich - 652-4444
'BWwiiiiiniiMiijiimiiifiiiiiriiiiii in.... .
TROUBLED BY HIGH PRICES ? j
STAY AND SAVE AT
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
still only from $19.00 up'
Mostly with full kitchens 
— at no extra cost.
Free parjeing
Downtown location
Weekly, monthly & farnily 
rates
For brochure and reservations write:
THE MAYFAIil HOTEL '
845 Hornby St. .-Vancouver, B.C. V6Z 1 VI or Phone area 604‘687*6751.
. Faced with the alarming 
reality that their languages 
are gradually disappearing, 
groups of native people in 
B.C. are enrolling in a 
Native I ndianV Language 
^Diploma Program at the 
Uniyersity oifyietpria.
Indians hope to acquire 
the skills to pass alongj the 
rituals,- traditions and 
stories .'of their culture tb
the younger generation.
The one-year program 
which started in 1974 is 
designed to enable native 
people to teach their own 
language to native Indian 
children and young adults 
S-n but it does have some
Course For Native Ifidmn Language are
Some people from the 
Tsartlip Indian Reserve on 
West Saanich Road have 
graduated from the course 
in past years, but says 
Gloria Nicholson, a post- 
.^hooT co-ordinator ^ with 
;the: Saanich; Indian School 
Board, graduates are very 
;Jimlted as to what they can 
do with their knowledge.
Inorder to be able to pass 
oh their teachings to young 
people on the reserves, they 
need a grant — and there 
aren’t many being awarded.
The whole point of the 
program is for people to go 
back to their own reserve 
and teach others, but it 
doesn’t often work out like 
that, ' Nicholson said, 
because there’s no money.
One graduate she knows 
went back to her village to 
instruct but her grant only 
lasted a year.
“There must be some 
way to remedy this 
problem,” Nicholson say.s.
Another problem is that 
in order lo get into the Uyic 
program a native has to 
have some basic knowledge 
of his own dialect. 
Although in the past there 
were many fiuent in their 
own language, there arc few 
today who qualify,” she 
says.
Ahousat Indian Francis 
Charley, says that in the
band of which he is the 
elder, only two of more 
than 1,000 teenagers speak 
the language. ;
Charley; who.se formal 
education ended in Grade 5 
more than 53 -years. ago, 
does not have pleas ^t; 
memories of his early 
education. Pupils^ wercj 
not allowed to smile and at 
the residential: schools we 
were punished for speaking
our own language,” he 
says.';"'
But he entered UVic with 
a positive attitude. “I 
wanted to learn.; 1 made up 
my mind to work hard and 1 
did, but I « needed ~ more 
(time. A pne^yeah;program 1 
just isn’t long ehough.”
Linguis^ids prqfes^rtPr. 
Barry Carlson wOuid like to 
see the program; expanded 
toHwo years. “Many of the
students want to become 
full-time students at UVic 
and we would like to make 
this opportunity available.”
The university is con­
sidering a native studies 
program and if this is in­
stituted; will look at the; 
possibility of establishing a 
t wo - year :; program. 
Graduates of the program 
have classrpom lessons 
prepared but as Nicholson
says, opportunities 
limited.
They function as con­
sultants, resource aids or 
co-prdinators in the 
teaching of native 
languages in the public 
school system but they 
cannot be hired as regular 
teachers since their studies; 
dp not prepare them for 
certi fication as teachers. .;;
Carlson says, “ They
can’t get rich on what 
they’re doing, yet their 
motivation is un- 
beliavable.”
Open Tuesday to Sunday
Smorgasbord Lunch Thursday and Sunday 
All Other Days Luncheon Menu
Smorgasbord Dinner Wednesday Evening 
other day; A La Carte Menu
Early for Re^ryatidhs "r ■;
MAY 22 TO MAY 26TH WHILE QUANTITIES LAST
Infants' Cardigan
Acrylic knit, long sleeve, hooded,' 




Assorted Polyester/Cotton 2-piece 
diaper sets. Girls’ and boys' styles and 






Nylan/50®/o Acrylic stretch denim 
bib crawler. Assorted; Navy, Red, «^ 






PUBLIC NOTICE is hereby given to the electors of the Town of Sidney that I 
require the presence oLthe said clectons at the Town Hall, 2440 Sidney Avenue, 
Sidney, B.C, on MONDAY THE 11th .lUNE, 1979. AT THE HOUR OF TEN 
O’CLOCK IN THE FORENOON for the purpose of electing persons to represent 
■themas:;
. MAYOR - Term of Office - Date of election to December .^Td, 1^79 
ALDERMAN-One (I) vacancy-Term of Office ns above.
SCHOOL TRUSTEE-One (1) vacancy - Term ofOffice July 3rd, to Dec. 31,1979 
The mode of nomination of candidates shall be as follows:
Candidates shall be nominated in writing by two duly qualified electors of the Town. 
The nomination paper shall be delivered to the Returning Officer at any time bet­
ween the date of this noilcc and noon of the day of nomination. The nomination 
paper may be in the form pre,scribed in the “Municipal Act” and .shall state the 
and occupation of the person nominated In such manner a.s to 
stifriclently idenilly such candidate. The nomination paper shall be subscribed lo by 
the candidate. Disclosure forms under the Public Officials Disclosure Act mu,st be 
filed with each nomination paper.
of “ poll being necessary, .such poll will be opened at the Town Hall, 
Sidney, B.C. on SATURDAY THE THIRTIETH DAY OF JUNE 1979 between
the hours of«:00 o’clock In the forenoon and 8:00 o’clock in the arternooti. ’
J*?*"'" o” WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY
J'JNE 1979 between the hours of 9.00 u.m., and I2;(k) noon 
and ^1:00 p.m, and 4:00 p.m, for those electors who expect to he absent from 
thcTown on Polling Day or, through clrcupistances beyond their control will not be 
abje to attend the Poll on Polling Day; or arc, for reasons of conscience, prevented 
from voting on Polling Day.
Every person is hereby required to take notice of (he above and govern himself 
accordingly.
GIVEN UNDER MY,HAND AT SIDNEY, B.C. THIS TWENTY SPmND DA Y 




Flannelette gowns. Assorted While, 
Yellow, Pink, Blue. Baby size only.
, SPECIAL
Infants’ Sleepers
Stretch Terry, I piece sleepers. Assorted 
colors, plains and jacquards. Sizes: 0-1-
SPECIAL
infants’Vests
Short sleeve button front vests. White 









Assorted floral paiicrn printed plastic 
utility bags. Assorted Brown, Olive, 
Red, While, Nnw,
(Ri'b,i.w special
Baby Pants Baby Soakers
“Perma-soft” Vinyl pants. While only. XXL 33 i Jbcrmnl knit, foam lined soakers. 
Slzc,s:N/n,S, M,L, XL, AlsoXXL. , iHiiDMAi White, Yellow. Turqouise.














Acrylie/Nylon thermal knit blankets. 




Gift box SCI consists of Baby Bath 









Three basic toys: I'lower ratllti. Animal 




Polyt'sicr/Cotlon, short sleeve T-Shlrls, 
Screen printed on front. w/“LOVE 
DAD’*, “lovn MOM”,
Assorted colors. Sizes: I2-I8-24,
(tu,,2,w) SPECIAL
Stroller











WATCH FOR OUR 
IN-STORE SPECIALS @
InfantsV Sunsuits
Stretch Terry Snnsnlis, Assorted 2 faces 










And we are here to serve its 
moving population. If you have 
just moved into a new home, 







NEW OWNER of Sidney’s Shop Wise Super 
Foods is Steve Leung. Working 12 to 16 hours a 
day at this store and his other one in Cordova 
Bay, Leung plans to have the store in top shape 
for their forthcoming Grand Opening.
Under new management 
in Sidney is the Shop Wise 
Super Foods on Fifth 
Street, now owned by 27- 
year-old Steve Leung and 
two of his brothers. Leung 
bought his first Shop Wise 
grocery store in Cordova 
Bay four-and-a-half years 
ago.
Since then he has 
managed to keep his store 
competitive enough to 
range from third to seventh 
on the Victoria Times’ 
cheapest grocery store list, 
and still expand to Sidney.
“It’s a big gamble,” he 
said of the takeover. ‘‘But 
Sidney’s a growing area, 
and 1 think we’ll do OK.”
Most of his time now is 
spent getting the new store 
in shape, organizing and 
replenishing the stock, but 
he said it’s hard to do 
everything at once. While 
his two brothers manage the 
Cordova Bay store, Leung 
and his younger brother 
Ming put in 12 to 16 hour 
days here, getting things 
ready for their forthcoming 
Grand Opening.
‘‘You have to work really 
hard to make these things
work,” he said, “if we 
worked from 9 to 5, we’d 
go broke in no time. We 
have to sacrifice a lot, but 
hopefully it’ll only have to 
be for two or three years. ’ ’
Leung came to Canada 
10 years ago from Hong 
Kong, and went to work for 
his aunt’s mercantile store. 
His brothers followed, and 
after working and saving 
for a few years, they bought 
the first store.
He said he could hire a 
manager to run this store, 
but he doesn’t feel that he 
could get anyone who 
would be willing to put in 
the hours needed to make 
the store pay.
‘‘It’s hard to find 
someone that cares enough 
to do that sort of thing.”
He kept the majority of 
the former staff.
He’s also thinking about 
putting a big sign up so that 
people can' see the store 
from Beacon Avenue.
About further expansion, 
Ming Leung said, ‘‘You 
can’t stay in one place. 
Somebody has to get 
promoted.”
FOR THA TLONG GRASS
(Or Maybe For Fathers’ Day) Criminal Injuries Awards 
Announced For March
HAVEN’T YOU WAITED LONG ENOUGH
If you can V catch them with the trim­
mer, try— rAOEli¥>C^
KILLS
SLUGS & SNAILS I
*Granulnr For­
mula
*Long lasting —- 
Rain win not 
wash it away 
*Extrcmciy ef­
fective on tiny 










2046 KEATJNG X RD. 652*U21
SERVING I HE PENINSULA WlHI A FULL 




Sixty awards totalling 
$159,521 and two periodic 
awards amounting to $321 
were announced during 
March under the Criminal 
Injuries Compensation Act. 
The following are examples 
of these awards.
A 33-year-old man 
suffered fatal injuries when 
he was attacked and 
stabbed by another man at 
his residence in North 
Vancouver. The victim’s 
wife and mother-in-law 
were also injured in this 
incident. For pecuniary loss 
suffered as a result of his 
death, the victim’s wife was 
granted a lump sum award 
of $15,000 and the daughter 
was given a periodic award 
pf $191 per month.
The partially dependent 
daughter of a victirn of 
crime was awarded a 
periodic payment of $ 130 
per month. Her father, a 
27-year-old Port Alberni 
man, suffered fatal injuries 
when he was stabbed by a 
female acquaintance.
For no apparent reason a 
34-year-oId Vancouver man 
was attacked and pushed 
down a flight of stairs by 
another man. He suffered a 
brain contusion and 
fractures to his jawbone 
and cheekbone which 
required extensive periods 
of hospitalization and 
rehabilitation. For injuries 
suffered and loss of wages 
incurred the victim was 
awarded $15,000.
While in the yard behind 
a private residence a 22- 
ycar-old Vancouver man 
was attacked and shot in the 
abdomen by a rifle-wielding 
man. He suffered internal 
stomach injuries and was 
awarded $1,453,
As he walked around the 
perimeter of a golf course a 
65-ycar-old Vancouver man 
was attacked and stabbed 
several times by a mentally 
unslahle man wielding a 
knife. He siilTered multiple 
■Stab wounds to the chest 
and was awarded $1,800.
When a 19-year-old 
Vancotiver man attempted 
to aid a friend who was 
being aitucked by a gang,
he was in turn attacked and 
beaten by some of the gang 
members. The victim 
suffered a fractured nose 
and was awarded $850.
A 73-year-old Vancouver 
woman was attacked and 
knocked heavily to the 
ground by an unidentified 
male assailant. She suffered 
contusions to her buttocks 
and spine which aggravated 
a pre-existing back con­
dition. The victim was 
awarded $3,000.
After gaining entrance to 
a residence on the pretence 
of wishing to use the phone, 
an unidentified male 
assailant attacked, beat and 
robbed a 63-year-old 
Vancouver marL The victim 
suffered facial; contusions, 
arid was awarded $600. ; i:
A 72-year-old Richmond 
woman was attacked and 
beaten by a man who forced 
his way info her residence. 
She suffered a fractured 
hose, dental daniage and 
numerous facial
lacerations. The victim was 
awarded $2,487.
For no apparent reason a 
23-year-old Surrey man was, 
attacked and punched in the 
face by another man while 
in front of a hotel beer 
parlor. He suffered a 
fracture to his right eye 
socket which resulted in 
approximately one month’s 
disability. For loss of wages 
and injuries suffered he was 
awarded $3,510.
A 48-ycar-old Burnaby 
woman was attacked and 
Slabbed repeatedly by a 
mentally unstable woman 
wielding a knife on the 
victim’s premises. She 
suffered a severed tendon 
on her right thumb and 
multiple slab wounds to her 
hands and arms, The victim 
i.s left with a residual 
weakness in her right thumb 
and index finger. For 
permanent injuries suffered 
the victim was awarded 
$4,815.
While walking away from 
a beer parlor a 36-ycar-old 
Chilliwack man was lU- 
tacked and knocked to the 
ground nnd kicked in the 
face by a group of male 
ussailanir,. He suffered a 
cheekbone fracture and a 
nose fracture, The victim 
was awarded $2,418.
To cover fimcral and 
burial expenllc.s, the mother 
of a 17-ycnr-old Victoria 
victim of crime was 
awarded $1,047. Her 
daiigliicr suffered fatal 
injuries when she was at­
tacked, sexually molested 
nnd stabbed by a male 
youth,
A 40-ycar-old Vernon 
man was attacked nnd 
beaten by another man 
while orl the prcmlsc.$ of a 
private residence, the 
victim suffered fractures to 
his cheekbone, jaw and a 
fracture to his right band, 
lie was awarded $2,563.
Alter he asked a man 
who had stumbled Into his 
apartmcni to leave, n 28- 
ycnr-nlfl Kf!A«>na m«n V'n';
attacked and beaten by 
several persons who were 
members of a large f,roup 
participating In a rowdy 
party in a rciiderice In 
which the victim resided,
He suffered multiple 
abrasions and contusions 
about the head and neck 
and was awarded $1,107.
The parents of a Prince 
George man who was 
fatally shot were awarded 
$4,000 for the pecuniary 
loss resulting from their 
son’s death. The victim 
suffered fatal injuries when 
he was shot by a male 
youth.
Under the Criminal 
Injuries Compensation Act,. 
anyone who is a victim of 
crime in B.C. may apply for 
compensation. 5 Application 
forms are available at any 
office Of the • Workers’ 
Compensation Board which 
administers .thesAit./ . /
PROVINCE-WIDE 
ROAD CHECK BLITZ
A province-wide road- 
check blitz as part of the 
war against impaired 
drivers has been ordered for 
the weekend of May 26 and 
27 by Attorney-General 
Garde Gardom.
The attorney-general 
announced today that 
municipal and RCMP 
detachments throughout 
B.C. are preparing for this 
year’s second co-ordinated 
blitz, conducted as part of 
the ministry’s continuing 
drinking and driving 
Counter Attack program.
As estimated 40,000 
motorists will be checked 
throughout B.C. during the 
three day blitz. And by 
Sunday, B.C.’s quarter 
millionth driver will have 
passed through the checks, 
instituted on a regular basis 
last October.
‘‘The blitzes arc part of 
the continuing crackdown 
by the attorney-geheral’s 
ministry on drivers who 
think that drinking and 
driving is an in­
consequential offence,” 
saidGardom.
Road checks are 
scheduled to begin at 6 p.m. 
Friday in all communities 
and- will continue through
Sunday evening.
Auxiliary forces, the 
breath-testing BATmobiles 
and daytime road checks 
will be in operation 
throughout the weekend.
‘‘1 hope people will heed 
this advance warning,” said 
Gardom, ‘‘and spare 
themselves the possible 
criminal charge, court 
appearance, fine and 
licence suspension that 
result from being caught 
behind the wheel while 
impaired.
‘‘Statistics show that the 
risk of being caught has 
increased seven-fold 
because of programs such 
as CounterAttack,” he 
said, ‘‘and since the in­
troduction of the 
BATmobiles in B.C. in 
1977, police have been able 
to further step up their road 
checking activities.”
During this year’s March 
16 to 18 blitz over 500 
people received impaired 
driving charges or 24-hour 
licence suspensions. In 1978 
alone, 45,000 people were 
charged or suspended. 
“The message should be 
clear; - if you drink and 
drive, you /will be ap­
prehended,” he said.“ It’s 
; just ajmatter of time.’’ ■
CHOIR DIRECTOR MIKE WITTER 
conducts the Saanich District Youth Choir at 
last rehearsal before going on tour May 22 to 
26 to Sayward, Powell River and Langley. 
The choir will perform locally at the John 
Anderson Memorial May 30 and again at 
their wind-up concert in June. '
Your support shown in the provincial election May 
10th is greatly appreciated. It will be a pleasure to 
serve the people of Saanich and the Islands as your 
M.L.A. Service to the constituency is a continuing 
priority in representing you.
I may be reached, as before, at the following 
telephone numbers: > / j
Sidney 656-2532 Constituency Office 
2460 Beacon Ayeniiel 
Saanich 479-9334 Saanich Office 




Social Credit M.L.A, 









Across from Sidney Hotel THURSi' FRi: 8:30/^01














LOCAL HOT HOUSE 
NO. 1 MED-
TOMATOES




























Kids love it 
MR. NOODLE ^ ««




CHEESE CATELLI7 oz. 4 $100PK.l
WING STEAK $y 9LB. £
BREAKFAST DELIGHT
BACON $1119LB. 1
B B Q NEEDS
GRILL TIME 10 LB. PK.





MCLAREN HOT DOG, HAMBURGER
RELISH





SUNLIGHT POWDER 6 LITRE
DETERGENT 4
8.4 KG, PAIL
ALL CONCENTRATED Si jfVRflDETERGENT 10
BY THE PIECE
BOLOGNA ^.B




FROZEN RHODES 5 LOAVES
BREAD
FROZEN YORK 2 LB,
PEAS
WESTVALE 2 LB. PK. '
KERNEL CORN
MINUTE MAID FROZEN 
12 0Z. TIN, '
ORANGE JUICE
BLACk’lABEL Siced or twTit in its





IcHncntATF CHIP 16 oz PK,
DAD'S COOKIES




BY THE SEA 6% OZ.
CHUNK LIGHT TUNA /S 
FAIRHAVEN 3‘/4 OZ. In Oil, Mustard 




FRENCH’S GROUND 8 OZ. PK.
BLACK PEPPER
ALLEN ORANGE PUNCH 48 OZ.
FRUIT DRINKS tin
NABOB DELUXE 125’s PK.
TEABAGS
NESTLES TROPICAL INSTANT 
ICE TEA MIX 24 OZ
NFSTI F'.S DFCAFFINATED
INSTANT COFFEE 8 dz













13 year old 3 bedroom full 
basement home. Extra 
insulation. Dual heating 
system. Fruit trees and 




7144 BRADLEY DYNE 
First time offered a long 
low three bedroom rancher 
in immaculate condition, 
situated on .93 acre of 
beautiful landscaping. This 
home features a floor to 
ceiling rock, heatilator 
fireplace, a roughed in 
Fireplace in full basement, 
.doubley glass, .8” ceiling 
insulation, 2 'A baths, built 
in dishwasher, all drapes 
and curtains, extra large 
deck off family room. It 
has double garage plus a 
separate . 400 sq. ' ft. 
workshop and greenhouse. 
Walkirig distance’ to 
beaches and golf courses. 
Good value at $113,800.00
Beeanse of owners transfer. 
Reduced’ $3,000.00 to 
$110,800. MLS. :









Electrically heated no-step 
bungalow with wood siding 
exterior. F/P in living 
<room, 2 bdrms, laundry 





THE ESSENCE OF RELIGION is to 
testily unto that which the Lord hath 
reveoled, and followed that which 
hath ordained In His mighty Book.
Baha'uiiah 
THE BAHA'I FAITH 
656-6495
20-1
COAAMUNITY NEWSPAPER editor Is 
seeking rural or waterfront cottage 
on Saanich Peninsula. Smoll ond cosy 
preferred. Reosonoble. Somotimo 
between now and Sept. 1. 474*107). 
supper time. lO-tf
EAR PIERCING. Stainless stool studs. 
656-5403. 6 lf.
NEED A DIVORCE? For free in­
formation and professional, lost, 
inexpensive lowyer-deisgoed ser­
vices, contoct; Voncouver Divorce 
Service. Suite 8, 1734 West Brood­




;t: HALF ACRE:.- 
VIEW LOTS 
7 High ; Ibcatibn 
Ex perimental Far mV Five 
Panoramic sea and Gulf 
Island yiew;:.lots. Mum 
water available.





& INSURANCE . 
M.L.S. REALTORS 
ARDMORE
Large Tudor country home 
on 14 ac. with 4 bedrooms 




Almost 4 acre level, cleared 
land on water and .sewer. 
Owner may accept terms.
Asking $280,000.
TATLOW & LAUREL 
14 - I Ac. Parcels on South 
slope. Treed and cleared, 
watermains. From $24,900. 
SIDNEY COMMERCIAL 
2 lots 54x100, level, cleared, 
close to Beacon, $85,000.
, ,,V :FOR-rent:.:
675 sq. ft. Office Space for 
professional, $3lO/M.
RENTING? y:V' ; V; 
Wc will rcnl your home out 
while you arc away’
DROSt-::-:::'V.V:v= 
.656-4000 : 7^ : 7 656-2427
LAW CENTRE — LEGAL AID Clinic, 
Mondoys 1:45 p.m, to 4:30 p.m.* 
Appointmctifs only. Phono 656-1247, 
9-lf
BINGO: K of P Hall. Sidney every 
Thursday 8 p.m. Everybody welcome.
50-M
MRS. BESSIE ROBERTS announces the 
engagement of her daughter,. Bar- 
boro Ruth to Mr. Ion David Brenton, 
son of Mrs. D. Chandler of Brentwood 
Boy, B.C.. and Mr; C. Brenton of Salt 
Spring Island. The wedding will take 
place Friday, June IS. )979 at St. 
Paul’s United Church, with Rev. R.H. 
Prott officioting. • , 21)
mimmm
SIDNEY HANDICRAFT Guild will hold 
their annual Tea ond Sole, on 
Saturday. May 26 from 2 - 4 p.m. in 
Margaret Voughan-Birch Hall, 4th St., 
Sidney. Admission 75c. 21-1
ST. STEPHEN'S A.C.W. Spring Teo, 
Soturday, May 26, 2 p.m. Church Holl. 
Plants, Home Cooking, Admission 
including Tea, $1.00. a. , 21-1
NEXT SCUBA Diving Course May 28. 
Contact Rimpoc Divers, 9818 - 5th 
Street. Sidney. 656-6313. 21-1
SPECIAL ONE WEEK Scubo Diving 
Course." May; 28. Contact Rimpoc 
Divers. 9818 - Sth Street, Sidney. 656- 
6313.' 21-1
ADVANCED DIVER COURSE June 9; 
Contoct Rimpoc Divers,- 9818 - Sth 
Street, Sldney.‘656-6313, : -- -21-1
AUTOS & SQilTS 
: .Ton SALS : A
ARDMORE $27,500 
Beautifully treed; .90 acre 
lot on Dalkeith Ave. Must 
be sold.
$49,500
Txlpw vacant, this 2 
bedroom bungalow is ready 
for you. Electric heat, 
: fenced yard etc.
V-...:,: BEAUTY SALON 7;' i"
Well established Sidney 
Business price of $39,tX)0 
includes all stock and 
equipment.
JUNIPER PI ACE 
Immaculate 2 bdrm 
lownhousc. New carpels 
and paint. Stove and fridge 
stay. Easy 10 mainiain. New 
MLS. $.36,tX)0.
$62 500
Built iii I960 to VLA ,specs, 
this 2 bdrnv full basement 
Itome will intercsi those 






; BRENTWOOD BAY: V 
Gorgeous 4 bdini lionie. 
Fully dcvclopeti busenicni 
fcaUiics Rcc. room, sauna, 
2 pc, bath, spacious entry 
and laundry rooms, Ml,S, 
$89,000. 7
.97 acre lot on Glenelg. 
Locaied at end of ronil, 
MLS;
JOlINimUCE 
Hus, 6S6.3928Rc,«». 656-2023 
«ir6S6-6l51
SIDNiy
' . ’ Ml.tOO 4 ,, '
a boilrnom (iom« nnd SImS linm 
(lowpiowri, f;t«tlt|c liftiii, 
(ncludftd,
Stfiofo*# (jofoo* Op»n Snuitt 






Wood 17T 'Sailboat with 
cabin; dacron sailsVVout




♦3.38 acres (147,360sq. ft;) 
♦Prime level cleared land 
♦Zoned Lt. Industrial 
♦Easy access to Pat Bay 
Highway 
♦Priced to sell.
With the recent an­
nouncement of an Aircraft 
Factory al7 the Airport as 
well as other developments 









1280 sq. ft. 3 bdrms, full 
ba.scmcnt, fireplace, en- 
suitc, carport. All this plus 
immediate o c c n p a n c y 
comhine to make tliis aii 




ITAttTtB.RtrmtMINT. Brlold T yncif.
old (\i) baiwdioni homo. l:ii<oll«i\i 
(ondlllon, ? hdnni, tltittric luitil. 
aUnchud gorngo. toil. (ij(n lo), 
H9,000, JUKI Amulln Avti. 6S6'S7(/i,
■
8Y OWNIR, lAlT'tPRiNo' Ts'ulYb, 
Ihion yoni.old, 1,400 iq It, S lidnn. 
Iwmn, toko vlflw, limd»f(if)iid, Inigo 
liimlly loam with luoin (iioplwti, 
lining rnnm, dining niwi with 
(iioplar.ti;: ullllly rnom,, loiii-pi:.' 
bnlhioom: mindotk. Fniil timn, 
Konliiw. ?l -3
KAMr6oFr'AB?C'iTir AciiiiVl
hnu*«», n roltlin, IJ mllit* tmm 
Knmloapn on Ynllawhond Kwy. Loli. 
id holihy liirm mom, Avking 
MliO.OOO. ! i down. I’honn 5711739,1.
31.1 __
TiiiiriiPKOKHSIONAl OfriCI or
*pot» nvniinblo In Agnmlr, n,400 
iqoam (»»t, olr tondltlomid, on 
gmunil llf«ri uni it ol HOC iquiiip (»«t 
or multiplii* thnmot In Ci»dll Union 
rnnho. for full dnlnllt ronlnil Alan 
BlrkonliPoil, ria»«r Vollny Crodll 
Umim, 35«4 Cyril St,, Ahbolilord V3S 
»3 f'lmnn nss 41)31 oi 53fl.9/5B, 3).
wicr''!i?ATl "■ aVaTiABt?~bn■
moditilnly in Sldnny, •unnlilp Inr 
pinlnulnnnl, Surond lloor obijnit 
Tnronlo Pominlon Blink, AWi 1141, 4- 
il ' >
rAMIlV AIQUIRti lIuT'muV Mnn
bomtt on III# Saimli.h Poninliilii, 
Ssfludpd otmiig* piulormd, nlnu 
ulditi 'i.biiinilMr tmmi, wilb. muiij 
ibon ona (IrnplWa and brlghi nynllia 
luumt, vViilui lion* or iimir lomplala 
piivaiy would l>« walromad, I'lania 








tliaplora wHb bamilaint, 1*75.rut nnd 
14,IP par mnntb, Mull bnua 
ralarantaii', Mai* nal allnwad, Bhofia 
4003 .31 a
board motor. J,. Ideal : fc^ 
weekend : :“puddle ::;jum- 
pingM!:Gompiete;$ 1600:00^^ 
7 or offers. No Trades .- Call 
Mike at 478-5559. .V ^
1967 CHEVRO LET, ; 2-DOO Ri
automatic. Radio, fully tested. Phone 
656-5073. :;:2).l
DELUXE FIBREGIASS CANOPY tor 8 
ft. pick-up, sliding windows, dome 





Never wax your car again 







CHICKS • Brown ogg Inyoi'i, wbllo 
Inghoini, wliilo Roi.ks. Oidnr nuily . 
ship nnywbnin. Nciploi Cbiik Solos. 
67,1 ;i 3I6II1 5t , 11,1. S'), MiIi.im, U.C, 
VOX 110. ,s;i.|.7223. 1 611
STANIEY R, COSBURN for raiiohio 
and compliilB lioriesbocilng larvico 
woiklng on Siioniib Ptinlnsuln nrna, 
4711.1646 onyilino, 20.7




Owner Wllf Dill iiuiii yiws 
peisoiiiil aiii'liiiiui lo Till 
urders, IMiimi' 656-4754




The largesi one slop 
LiiUilpmcnl l^oiilid Yirnl on 
ihc Siiank'h I’eiiimiulit. 
Anihori/ed dealer for 
lOKO, I.AWNIIOV and 
SNAIM’IIK. ’




rS III hori/ed 
Wat I (IIff V 
.Sei'Vice (..entre.
flMflACI WOOD rut 
Mirm«656.43l3.
i
HOME SERVICES S 
EQUIPMENT ?QE SALE
DOORS! B.C.'s Lowest Prices! Pre­
hung interior $15.90; solid exterior 
pre-hung $44; ponelled doors $39; 
deadbolt locks, $9.90: closet bi-folds 
$11.90. Canada's largest selection.. 
Walker Door Ltd., 266-7211, 1366 
5.W. Merino Drive, Voncouver, V6P' 
529 or 985-9714, 1589 Garden Ave.. 
North Vancouver. V7P 3A5. 21-tf
SHE. OEFORTHHIIIE
FULLY EQUIPPED GROCERY STORE 
and cafo including properly ond 
building. Plus stock. Excellent 
returns. Financial statement 
available. Owners wonting to retire. 
Phone 692-3324, Burns Lake, B.C. 20- 
2
TRAVEL TRAILER RENTAL BUSINESS 
can bb full time or port time. Ideal as 
o Retirement supplement. $2,000 in 
bookings olreody for summer. 656* 
3411. 19-4
AAAJOR APPLIANCE BUSINESS on 
Sotlspring Island. Expected 1979 
gross $50,000. Showroom, workshop, 
living occommodotions. $400 rent per 
month. $18,000 plus inventory. Box 
561. Gonges, B.C. VOS lEO. Phone 
537-9501. 21-1
WANTED: Distributors to sell and 
ossemble vinyl sash windows. Smoll 
investment. Best suited to carpenter 
or woodworking shops, V7oodcraft 








GOOD USED RECORDS, especiolly old 
45s for personal collection. 474-1071 
around suDper time. 29-tf
WANTED painting by Maxwell Bates 
386;0911; 383-0405. , ai-tf
OLD GROWTH CEDAR BLOCKS 24 ' 
long 100% clear of defects. 90% 
edge groin no sop wood. 95% oyer 6"
;wide.$300;x;vc^i;d J' delivered - to) 
Chilliwack. Fpr rhbre lrTformotiqh caH-’ 
858)947 E)
HUA^EL FIGURESK.ahd plotes: Royal ‘ 
Dalton., Figures', ond' Toby) Jugs olso 
Militaria Swords. Bayonets. Badges 
ondMedols. 383-0405; 386-0911. 18-tf
MISC. FQR SUE
WELL PUMP, ) H.P. JACCUZZ), very 
good condaion, $)25, Phono 652-' 
1237. 12-)
VALENTINE FARM ANNOUNCES Iho
orrivoL of their 1979 .Tomato Crop. 
1828 John Rood, Sidney, 21-1
FOUR-FAMILY GARAGE SALE, 10041 
Cotloncailer Place (oil Mille Rood). 
Soturday, May 26,'9 o.m. - 4 p.tn.: 
Sunday, ,9-12, You nomo il --- it's 
here. 21-1
BROWN PLAID HERCULON
chostorfiold 8 choir, suilobln lor rec. 
room. $100 or bosi oiler, 652-4283.21 • 
I
TWO SQUARE 24 INCH losow cedar 
shakos Irom Lime Boy Shoko Co, $65 
squoro. Phono 656.2355. 21-2
OARAGE SaTe, SATURDAY and
Sunday, 10 o.m, • 4 p.m. Drossor, 
tiosk, llros, golf clubs, appliancns, 
etc. 2293 Amelia Avo, 2M
COOKBOOKS BY DERKSEN PRINTERS. 
Iho Mnnnonilo Iroosury al Recipes 
22.1 pages, spiral hound, $6,50 
postpaid. Corillon Corrionniol Cook, 
book soil covet, $7,50 postpaid. 
Carillon Fnsllvo Foods Cookbook — 
soil cover, $2,50 potipnid. Dotkson 
Printers, Slelnbcich, Mertiluba ROA 
260. 2M
10-UNIT SCHOOL BUS BUSINESS lor
solo wilh iob. Wtlle John Koinolson, 
Bok nn, Now llo/ollon,'B,C, VOJ 2J0. 
Phono n.l2.574l), 21)
FOR SALE -- Roglslmed Brlllony 
Spanlol pups, l;*collotil hunting 
stmin. Phono: 339.3922, Comov, 
Vancouvor Islond, 2M
.... '(u7’''Tlgh|
suirrtnttt hishiorrs Kobe's VVuol Cmll,
9;i40fill|i5i: \rh
AIBIRTA ORAINTorl hoot (07 in- 
l(ttm(nj(irr phono llnh ol .17I) 3374 or 
4/(13.13.1, 15 a
iNCORPORATfi $100 PIUS rilINC. 
HES, lrrcoi|ioiulo younuill > ftisi 
ovoi Iho lelophorto Our Icitms oirtl 
lyping services otit lawyer r.ip(>ri.ivt!r;l 
('till Si|l| Counsel Servites loll free 
ri3.(IO(l 6(.:t.ri0;1!i. Chuiqii» and 
Mgslerthorge appmyeil, 47 11
DIVORCpri $100 Ptas FlUNG FITS 
CJhinin your uniohliislad il(yt.irii 
InM aver Ifiu Inliiplionn, Oiu larnn 
(intl lyping soivitos are Inwyiir np 
pi li ved rnlt (ndl Cnunnel Seivii os 
lull lino I IF-mX) 74i3 3035, Chiu go 
and Miisl«i thill ge ai.iepled, 4/11
ears PIIRCFDi sintninss sleel sluds. 
Plinnit656 5103, IH II
NEW AND GOOD USED FliRNITURF 
AT LOW PRICES.
Son our Uiv k ol Wngan Whoels,
DEIl'S USIDFUNNirURIt 
ANLIQUESAIIS 
9)44A K»n|lng Cioii Ril, 
«S2-2(2I
CARPENTER SEEKS wwk ol oil l.i,.d. 
ndihllnns, allninlinris sniuletks, (ni
/.‘if, iint 7, I (,
All TYPES ol glou and ropalis. 
Uumunijtines. 656 661)6. 1(14
1974 PREMIER ,1 hwdionm inohllo 
Hoino in Honoy, ,l2'*6fl iiulnilos
.'liYV.^ . a . i.y.f,
RUBRAOV^ OARIAOr lundod, 
mvl rlfirm up |4iliYs /.'W, 




GIRL FRIDAY, May. through August. 
Gardening, pets, and house wat­
ching. 656-4945, 21-1
GUTTERS RENEWED. Continuous 
seomloss aluminum gutters and 
downpipes. Old© Country 
Tradesmon. Low rotes. Pensioners. 
478-3798. 20-4
DRESSMAKING ond alterations. 
Reasonable. Coll Loono ot 656-1402. 
20-2
ROTOVATING, small powerful 
machine. Free estimates. Bob 
Moftman, 656-4772: 656-2040. 20*2
MOST PHASES of gaidoning and 
londscoping - also garden design.







Again available for 
Sidney and surrounding 
district. Good work­
manship at reasonable 
prices.
Also” excellent crews 
available for larger jobs.'
656-3297
GARDEN SERVICE: Pruning. Bruno 





luiiBlIfiiit rondiilnn, S9500(XI. Mu»l 
hi* mrivnd Phonp 467-4234 to vitiwnr 
WHIP niiv )43, ( 0 riCVCNA, Oon, 207 











652-3141 af(er 5 p.m.
Quality Work at 
Reasonable Rates
12 LEFT. BRAND NEW Metol 
newstonds. never used, set upfor 15 c 
but can be changed. Ideal for. 
community newspapers. We have 12 
of these newstonds for sale at $100. 
each. Write:-, times Printing and 
Publishing, 1422 Peiiibroke Ave.. 
North Vancouver V7P. 2S1 or phone 
980-7531 days, 922-7761 evenings. 13-
HlLP^f&STEB^
VERSATIU,^PE«^N,; need^., Some 
knowledge , of; welding l and . metol 
vvork desire'd..-Port', time work. 656* ' 
4722 or 652-3407. . 21-1
EXPERIENCED ; form troctor driver, 
required. Only experienced persons 
heed opply. Apply to 205-3400 
DouglosSt„3B2|4274. 21-2
SUNSHINE COAST - Sechelt Jour­
neyman mechanic required by June 
1,' 1979, Ford, experience preferred. 
Send resume, to: General Manager,' 
Box 965, Sechelt, B.C. VON 3A0. Mr. 
Copping 885-328)2)-l
SUNSHINE VILLAGE REQUIRES;
Hoovy-duty MECHANIC, full lime; 
position gvoilablo . immediately; 
Hiosol experience preferred: salary 
commonsurolo - with experience. 
MAINTENANCE MANAGER requited 
lor vehicle ailt otid/bullding main* 
lononco; posllion available Im- 
mediately; salary nogoliablo. 
UTIUTIES SUPERVISOR required to 
look alter water supply, sewage 
Irealmrmt lacllily nnd fire proloclion: 
position available Immodialoly; 
salary nogotinblo. Send resumos to 
Box 2356, Banfl, Alborla. lOLOCO, 21-
SCHOOL DISTRICT R50 (Queen 
Charloltel. SECONDARY PRIN- 
CIPAISHII’, Applications ate invited 
lor the piincIpoKblp ol Ihe G.M. 
Dawson Secondaiy School ol Massol, 
B.C, This school has an onrollmonl ol 
370 pupils nnd ihe posllion curries on 
adminisirallvo ollowoncn ol $9,753, 
Pioloronco will bo given to con- 
didnlos wilh post grodunlo work In 
odutnlionnl ndniinisl»nUr>n, witn 
show ovidonco of successful leaching 
ond odmlnislrollcin oxporlencn ond 
who are resourcelul, onergeiit. ond 
nnlhuslostlc. Applicntinns shauld bo 
siibmillmi In; |v,l;, Kifts, Utsinti 
Supiuinlondnnt ol Sthools, Box 69, 
Queen ChwIoim Clly, B.C, VOI ISO 
not laloi ihtin'79,05.25, 21 •)
rVI'INa DC/NI in my huine, 
RenmnnhU rotes Prompt tervire 
Uriteis, Huieieenls, monuitripl*. 
*tt. Phone Delores ol 652 2621 nr 
tAi <64*, '20 4
VANCOUVER ISLAND SAWMILL
rnqulritt qiiolilind grodar prufnrnlily 
vrilh fvpnri II Im irxpnrionrrt. Slur) 
immethnloly Dlforlng hnurly rolei 
pioduclinri homrs, ptnllr vluiring. 
Phontt 753,970(t or write Cepo 
Ikiwmilli IkL, rr 1, OuhlUum flooch,
Bc.vonyio, ^ ;3M
WOtiKINrr'HRviB' 'man^
Impnti Deoleiship In B,C,'» heoulKul 
Birlkh'ty Vnihry Journeyman with 
Inyniti (tvpprience p'olerred. 
Oemuiil uuUi'lrur.k miilntenoncuonH 
I iipnli f vcullpiil wagt'S nnd henelils 
V3tlUn Monrjgoti Box 2ll(X), Smllhttts, 
B.C._V0J_2NQ. _ ^ ?|.|
fliU AND PARi TIME wtiiliesirr* omi 
cook ntrtrilwd lor Husky House 
resinutnni' Osoynns, B.C, Write Ritv 
659, Osoynns, B.C, VOM IS^O, nr
plemiUVJi'J'Jn. _____ _______3J;I
piptilHt AND fioR'TlitRN JOBS, toirr 
up In $3,000 per month, learn how lo 
serurw llmie and o(hor high paying 
|rihs Senil long sell tiddtirssmi 
slompnd erwolnpii lor larlhor details 
leynrr(iin) inlormolivti l.abaar Market 
Guide, |,MI5 I, 1)0x 71)111, SinlionA., 
LdmrrrUrjp, Alla, I.5J 3G6, 3M
CI i A liVNoiNO'■■■■'sM'isPOSm  ̂
avmltihie m pdvpaislnt) tlepnilmi'nl 
<s| Caiihm.i (i)eMnunily newspa)irit 
Mniuupinnl ndvoieiernenl pnsiihlii 
loi riglit ptirsnn. Rrrlrrll I,pies ns 
(rrrrirtt'-rp rtpr) rpaitrirprtg herkrjintrrul 
nn n>>‘.nl 'ipnil tesurno In cniilldnm,rr 
la PaaleMii Irnvl, Mqi. ■ Dii., Corihno
(‘tlvcnii-ei (1.. (sen Oi,‘ftii«i nr
V3) :)J3 ,...............................1''
r R A i IR ", i: A H it’‘ * A w'Miiili“’'''(L L D 
requites C»r((ll«tl Benchmen In work 
III ri new itKiihriM frewpilll Capifilex 
liitaled ai iejnc inppiwxlmalely 3 
inilii’i iM.m u( ^ I lusur l.akii, B.C, j 
Sftvrmill Cempiex is ptesenily antler 
t.itrmtuttidn Olid should be in 
npetalinp in Sepiornher. Appliinnls 





My friend Jake (ells a 
good bread-baking story. In 
his bachelor days he shared 
a house with an English 
journalist who complained 
at length about tasteless 
“nylon” bread. Said 
journalist wrote to his sister 
in Blighty for a recipe for 
“good British bread”.
This bread was going to 
be something special and 
there was going to be 
enough for everyone. The 
recipe was quadrupled. 
There were mutterings 
about English self-raising 
flour. Extra yeast was 
added. Finally all was 
mixed and every available 
vessel was used. Basins and 
pots of dough were put on 
the counter, in the warm, 
open oven, on the radiator, 
covered daintly with tea 
towels and left to rise.
. Unfortunately the in­
trepid journalist was then 
called away to cover a fire. 
Some hours later Jake came 
home to find the kitchen in 
control of a dough-monster 
which was already oozing 
into the living room.
It took days to clean up, 
but even that didn’t put 
Jake off home-made bread. 




Into 2 cups of lukewarm 
water stir a heaping 
tablespoon of sugar. Add 
two heaping teaspoons of 
yeast. Let it dissolve for 10 
minutes. Add two beaten 
eggs, a heaping teaspoon of 
salt and two tablespoons 
vegetable oil. Stir in about 5 
cups of flour. You will have 
to work this in with your
hands. You may need more 
flour. What you want to 
end up with is a smooth, 
elastic dough that is not 
sticky. Cover the dough and 
let it rise for an hour and a 
half.
Punch the dough down 
and knead it until their are 
no bubbles. Divide it into 
three parts. Roil each piece 
into a long rope of equal 
length. Put them side by 
side. Pinch one end 
together and braid them 
gently. Then pinch the 
other end. Put your braided 
loaf onto a greased cookie 
sheet. Let it rise until it is 
doubled in size, an hour or 
so. Brush the top with 
beaten egg, then sprinkle 
with sesame or caraway 
seeds. Bake in a preheated 
400-degree oven for 30
minutes, until he crust is a 
rich golden-brown.
You can cut this bread 
into slices but it’s really 
more fun to pull hunks off 
il.
The dough is also great 
for dinner rolls. Cloverleaf 
rolls are a nice change.
Grease a large muffin 
pan. Divide the dough into 
36 equal pieces. Form each 
piece into a smooth ball. 
Drop three into each muffin 
cup. When (hey have risen, 
brush (hem with egg, 
sprinkle with seeds and 
bake for about 30 minutes.
Of course you may want 
to make four-leaf clover 
rolls. They’re bound to 
bring good luck. Maybe 
that’s what Jake’s old 
room-mate should have 
tried.
By MIGUEL MOYA 
A group of teenagers 
are sitting in a peninsula 
home smoking marijuana. 
Suddenly there’s a 
pounding at the door: 
“Police! Open up!”
One of the group quickly, 
hides the bag of pot under a 
chair cushion while another 
person goes to the door and 
opens it a few inches. “You 
got a search warrant?” he 
asks nervously. Instead of 
replying, one policeman 
puts his weight behind the 
door and forces it open, 
breaking the latch.
The policemen walk in 
and search the rboni until 
they have found the pot. 
Then everyone is arrested 
..and taken to the police 
■ station.
In the U-.S.', aiiy^ch'arges 
'against, the teenagers wbuM 
have been thrown but of 
court because the police 
broke in and searched 
without a warrants;
But in Canada a special 
vyarfant exists called a Writ 
of Assistance. It allows 
certain policemen to search 
any premises at any time for 
narcotics or controlled 
drugs. Canada is the only 
western country that has 
this special form of 
warrant.
A search warrant allows 
the police to enter a per­
son’s home. It is issued by a 
justice of the peace or 
provincial 'court judge , to 
any policeman who swears 
lie lias reasonable grounds 
to believe evidence of
Arrest, Bail And Sentencing
crime may be found on anyj
premises.
A search warrant must 
meet certain requirements 
such . as specifically 
describing the evidence 
sought and naming the date 
on which it is to be 
executed. Failure to meet 
these requirements can 
invalidate the warrant.
You have the right to 
resist an improper search 
and to eject the police as 
trespassers. However, if 
you are mistaken and the 
warrant is correct, you 
could face serious charges 
of pbstriicting or assaulting 
apolice officer.
The best approach is to 
be cautious in ejecting the 
police because there are 
circumstances in which a 
warrant is hot required. For 
example; iF a?policeman has: 
probable grounds to believe 
a serious criminal offence is 
being committed in your 
home, he can enter without 
a warrant.
An important difference 
between Canadian and 
American law is that in 
Canada any evidence found 
during a search, even If the 
search is illegal, is ad- 
missable in courti
Another form of warrant 
is an arrest warrant. It is 
issued by the court to a 
person who has been 
charged with an offence, or 
who has failed to appear in 
court. It allows any 
policeman to arrest and 
detain you until you can be 
brought to court.
The Criminal Code
requires the police to release 
a suspect within 24 hours if 
he has not been charged 
with an offence. This is to 
ensure a suspect is not jailed 
indefinitely without 
reasonable grounds.
But. in many cases, an 
arrested person does not 
have to spend time in the 
police lockup, 'especially if 
the offence is not serious.
The appearance notice is 
one of the least restrictive 
forms of release. Issued by 
the arresting officer, this 
document is the same size as 
a traffic ticket and com­
mands you to appear in 
court on a certain date. ■
Because anappearance 
notice is issued at the 
discretion of a pblicernan, a; 
cq-operatiye person Isiinbre ; 
likely to be: eligible for this 
form of release. ' V ; '
This form of release is 
also used by the police after 
a person has been arrested 
when further i nvestigation, 
not possible on the street, 
has confirmed the in­
formation he has given. 
This is the more common 
situation.
In other cases the police 
release a suspect and later 
.serve him with a summons. 
This procedure is followed 
when the police are con­
vinced it is safe to let a 
person go and that it will be 
easy to locate him.
A summons is often u.scd 
when the police have not 
decided exactly what charge 
or charges to iay. For 
example, if you have been
in a brawl, possible charges 
could include common 
assault causing bodily 
harm, assaulting a police 
officer, or both.
A summons allows the 
police time to gather 
testimony from witnesses or 
consult a Crown 
jrrosecutor.
The most common 
method of release for 
relatively minor offence is a 
promise to appear. It is 
similar to an appearance 
notice but differs in that it 
is the person’s promise to 
appear in court rather than, 
the policeman’s command 
that he appear;
The most restrictive form V; 
of release is a recognizance, 
which sets an ^amquiit of f 
money that yoii niust pay if|
you fail to:ap^ear'm^rt^ 
f Persons arrested inoref 
than 100 miles away from; 
home are more frequently 
detained than those having 
roots in the community. 
However, recent .amend­
ments to the Criminal Code 
allowing acceptance of cash 
bail tend to assist these 
persons because they often 
don’t have access to others 
who will act as sureitics for 
them but often have cash 
themselves which they can 
put up to secure release.
With any form of release, f 
failure to appear in court is 
a serious criminal offence. 
If charged with, an in­
dictable offence, the 
penalty is two years in jail. 
Penally for a summary 
offence is six months in jail 
or a $500 fine or both.
Peninsula People In Review
Miss Miii'gai'cl Brown 
and lu;i tiance. Dr. .lolin 
Circen, were eiilcrtaincd at 
supper by the Newcomhe 
Glee C;iuh al ilic lioine ul' 
Mr. ami Mis. Cl.C, dialcr, 
107 Kinginnn lOacc, Vie- 
loi'ia, on May 11, and 
presented will) a heautiriil 
clicsi of silver by tlic cliih, 
Maigarel lias been ac- 
coinpanlsl foi tlic club for 
llicpasi It)years,
Margarci and .lohii were 
also gnesis of lionor at a 
Iiarly given by incmhers of 
Holy Trinily Clinreh Cltoir 
and Si. Andrew’s Cliutcl) 
Clioir Oh May 16, ai tlic
home of Mr. and Mrs, 
U.W. Matthews, Allbay 
Road, Sidney, where 
Margaret was presented 
with a gilt from each choir.
Mr. and Mrs. Michael 
Oakes, from Calgary, 
enjoyed a week’s holiday 
wiili Mr. and Mrs. W.E, 
Oakes, 7121 West Saatiicli 
Uoad.
Mr. aiitl Mrs. l.-inltnid 
Sehiibert and family, of 863 
.Sicily's X Road, have 
icttirned fiom a holiday itt 
Grande Prairie, /Vita,, 
wliere iliey attended the 
wedding of Mrs. Selmberi’.s
brotlicr.
Mr. and Mrs. Roderick 
MacDonald, of 966 Oreig 
Road, have i'(.-tnn)c(l from a 
few weeks’ lioliday in 
Otilai'io and Quebec,
Mrs, Mary l.e llel, 
daughter of a former reeior 
of llie cliurel), will open St. 
.Stephen’s ACW Spring 
Tea, lo 1)0 lield at Si. 
SieplieiP.s Hail, Moiinl 
Newton X Road and St. 
Stephen’s Road, on 
Saturday, May 26, at 2 p.m, 
Besides a delicious ica lliere 




I’RIDAY 9 a.m. Centre 
open, cards, library, 
liilliards, morning coffee,, 
afiei noon tea;
MONDAY - 10 a.m., 
dance for fun, billiards, 
quilting, noon, limcli, swim 
citih, chess 7:(X) p.m,. 
Bingo 7:.10 p.tn.
'rUl.i.SDAY - 10 a.m., 
Seranader.s practice, 
painting; Noon Lunch; 1:00 
Whist, painting; 7:00 p.m., 
Slmfl’lehoards nnd gamc,s 
night;
WEDNESDAY - Noon, 
Hot Dinner; 1:00 Mali- 
.Jongg, Discussion Group; 
2,00 p.m., eonceri with
KELP WANTED
FIFHIt/B AND NORtHtIfN JOBS, tani
ug la 13,000 nKn.ilt letun how to 
; leiuie |l(•tll and iilher hlgl, gMylng 
ialiii iluwuyhoul turiuilu, Smit) luag 
»«|l'ni'ldr ,i«i#iL tlam|t*a wnvelcipii Lor 
(lelaiU (pgiKdlofl aur tervifoi. LMfS* 
10. , Box yflio (ST,B, A). Klqiorvloo,' 
Altionn, t5J306. . ' 201|
Gory lewmeud, O'eiiofol Mqi'iagor. 
Lroier litko SawavltiK ItU.. Box HKl, 
I) C. V0,J IM, )9'3
litAVY tiu7y''Mi't:nAM(C by
truitl forulriifiie.-, fomfiniiv SKop 
lielit worx Oft tni»fplll«f «gulprn*rtl, 
weWilifl eaitertoKi* L»r*l«(it7tL. Begly
i(> »o* r?. .Avuio, »,c. w t«, w J
lOVVIR MAINtAND COMMUNItV 
NtWIFABIll ho* ifrim»aini« afitriiog 
tar leiiitir ,o|jufl,ir wlih ti|..pi:i(luoiiy 
ol rKlvoft(«m*e) tar riqlil Hpglkonl. 
forncrd wnitoq oppmalian,otidinirtg (-,.1..
r«l*t*ofM ,o; Box 141, K/o BCVCNA, 
BOD, 207 W*»1 Htiilingi St,, Vop. 
(Oxvw.B.C, VtBIHL, 19.4
t200 MONTH p«l I ihnM, II ,000 month 
tall lidiB llauitevylVMi, ti>nr*tl. 
»lud»a1» wilh nir, S«ixk» Fullor 
liiusli niiilufiiMi,'. la youi urua. 
Doloilt, wfluM, Ch««i«r, *205.1099
wwtRiwt ’.'wAiniiTliiaurpn’ri 
llm*. MuO b« oblii lu work 
wttokwidi, taunlry BiithMi, Bfoit. 
1wr>od SHapplagCgnlr*. 6S2.1192,20'
3 ' ■ ■ ' '
OFIIRA10N FOR MODHRH FHOrO. 
TYBItirnNO ^qulpmocit, MuH krtpw
od«f.}a.,iX Hqout a.'.ti puili-ug,
Sond t#«um» lo, Box )S», */o 
BCVCNA, BOS, 307 W*0 Hftilingi $1 , 
Vwitauxof # C, V6tt 1H7, 1* a
ScranaUers; 7, Duplienic 
Bridge, 1:00 p.m. concert 
with The Parkland Choir,
* • •
THURSDAY - 10 a.m., 
carpel bowling, noon, 
lunch; 1:00 Bridge; 1:30, 
dressmaking; 7:00 crib;
9 * «
FRIDAY - 9:30 a.m., 
Podiatrist; 10:00, bead- 
work, Kcci Fit, Senior 
ceramics, iiuiliing; Noun, 
Lunch; 1:30 p.m., TSilver 
"1” Hells practice, 2:00 
.1acko; 7;pi), evening ciu'd,s,
* 4> «i
SATURDAY AND 
SUNDAY open for Drop- 
ins, 1-4 p.m. Trip rickci,s 
on Sale:, * June 7ih - 
Bellingham: .lime 26lh • 
Gulf Lslands, Tliicte are a 
few ,seats left on The 
.John,son Canyon Trip - 
June 17-23.
TO SERVE IN 
SIDNEY
Mr. and Mrs. Garrett, of 
Salt Lake City, Utah, have 
been called to serve ns 
missionaries for tlie Church 
of Jesus Cliiisi of Lmicr- 
Day-Sainls (the Mormon 
Clnirdi). They will .serve in 
British Columbia for 18 
mouilis, Sidney area being 
their I'irsi assignment, Tlicy 
arc the parents of six 
mai'i'ied children, and have 
12 grandchildren.
The Garretts are two of 
more than 27,000 
missionaries wlio arc 
serving the Chmch 
throughout the world 
today. Most of the.se arc 
young' men and women 
between tlic ages of 19-21. 
Older couples arc being 
encouraged to go when 
their families arc raised. All 
missionuric-s pay Their own 
expenses, and receive no 
remuncralion froin tlic 
Church.
Over 400 chapels n year 
arc completed ihroiighout 
the world. Of initmt to 
this area is the new Stake 
Center which will he hiiilt In 
Saanich. Gtound breaking 
ceremonies were held 
Saturday, May 5ih.
Off With Studded
" Tlrev ' '
From May 1st To Si 
(ember 30ih, vchicl 
equipped with studded tii 
caunoi be legally opeini 
in British CoUimbi 
Section 19.0.3 of the Moii 
veliiclc Act Kcgulaiic 
IKiiniis itie use of siudd 
tires from Ociohcr Isl 











Now specializing in 
finishing carpentry,! 
cabinets and built-ins,| 
rumpus rooms, repairs, I 
additions - no job too! 
small. I











Hot Water Heating 
10410 ALL BAY RD. 
SIDNEY 
Bhone 6S6-1580








Fence Posts, Digging, 50 







Renovations - Concrete 
Placing - Driveways - 












“Big or small 
we will Do them all’








Pfoose coll Between 5:00 & 6:30 p.m] 
6S2-21S3
HSE STREU UD. 
DRYWALLING
Boordlng/ Toping, Sproying, 














































' newTlreploces or repbir your old 
^“oho — no job too small. ■
Permer's
Roofing












. 22 years plumbing 
experience in B.C.
: Special rates for 
pensioners, '
New Homes ^ 
.^'■''Repairs.-;;,;/'





































,18 Ton . , 
CONTACT
Phllbrocitis Shipyard* ltd, 









1864 John Rd. 
656^2692
Qukh • Tidy • Elllc|»nl
PACIFIC SQUARE RIGGER INC.
Wc Repair
.Sails - Boat Tops - Tarps - Hatch Covers - Tent 
Trailers - Upholstery - Vinyl.
208-2453 Beacon Ave. 656-6421
A.H.FIDO
CONSTRUenON





ROY’S ALLBAV MAHINE SliRVICIiS LTD.
2238 Hurhoiir Rd. - Sidnev 
.. 656-7023'"
. ml^rui/eir ,
FACTORY AUTHORIZED REPAIR SHOP 
O.M.C. STERN DRIVE - .lOHNSON AND 
KVINRUDE OUTIIOAKDS. MERCRUISKR 
' STERN DRIVE. ;
Mon.- Sat.8:00a.m.-bp.m. Sun. lOn.m.-5p.m.
A & B BOAT TOPS
Crimiilmlfl Bool UphoUlBry 
Crmva* Boril Top*





Ritld»taldi, CommiHclol <irvd 
Ooll Court** ConXi'Ufilttn,





R»palr*f)( all Kind* 
llBbgllriing S Cuilom Rulldlnd 
lop«irnli«, Cnru«l 


























25 years experience 
Residential, Commercial 
Industrial
Rewiring, electric heating 
Repairs, Appliance 
Connections 




Industrial - Residential 
Commercial Wiring 
Poles and line Work
Quality 
Workmanship 
For people who cure
. PHONE 656-2945 




Oovornrp»nl c*rtlll*d )»chnklaa 
wilh 35 y»or» In




































ROTOVATING « LEVELLING 
With Convenient ' 
Troctor
656-1397
General Services General Services
SIDNEY WELDING
& fabrication
Sleet & Aluminum Mig Welding 














K. & J. Tractor 
Service
4 wheel drive machine 
Rotovating • Loading • Mowing • | 
General hauling. Excellent 
monouverobillty for srhoilor jobs.
SSS-7119 652-5570
Backhoe Work Trucking
BACK FILLING i lOAOING 
SEPTICTANKS 
FILTER BEOS 






















Marine'Auto fi Safety Gloss 






















REPAIRS AND TUNE-UPS. LAWN- 
MOWERS, ROTOTILLERS ANDl 
OUTBOARDS. -We buy. old and. selll 
reconditioned lownmowers) etc. Preoi 
pick up and delivery. :Reosonable| 
rates. Phone Pot.656-4244.
Cake|Di^ratihg;'::^;
Your w»dding or, AhnIvsrsary 
Coko, bMuTHully d•••*•T•d. 
Omomonh Etc. ovatlablo. ; ': ; '








Rebuilt Lawnmowers For Sale
Reel, Rotary, Electric & Push Type
I’s Super Lawnniower Safes fi shier




Alao Hauling. Will dslivor ono to 







2412D Beacon A ve, 







PROFESSIONAL DRYCLEANING A LAUNDRY SERVICEI 




7120 W. Saanich Rd.
In The Brentwood Village Square




















COMPlEte BOILER RSI'AIRS 





By Helen Lang 
As soon as the nights stay 
at, or above, 50 degrees it is 
time to consider giving your 
house plants a summer 
outdoors." If you have 
room, and a spot that gets 
dappled sunlight, then 
almost all indoor plants can 
go out into the fresh air, 
and in the fall reward you 
with a great clean burst of 
life.
Those of you who grow 
hibiscus should prune your 
plants when you put them 
out, and carefully take off 
about two inches of the top 
soil, replacing it with 
mixture of compost, 
peatmoss and good garden 
dirt. This is called “top 
dressing”, and it is certainly 
much easier to do, than to 
re-pot, which can be very 
messy. Some of your more 
vigorous indoor dwellers 
may need to be re-piotted, 
though.
After a generous 
watering, tip the plant out 
on a piece of plastic, and 
have a look at its roots. If 
the roots are all travelling in 
the same direction in a 
circle around the bottom of 
the pot, or if they have 
reached the bottom of the 
pot and are now growing up 
again, it is safe to assume 
that it is time it had a larger 
home. A pot no more than 
bne inch - in diameter ^: is 
sufficient.
f j Take; a sharp knife and 
cut away the riiajonty of the 
tangled root mass at the 
bottom (thB\is safe: becaiiw 
yob Eire also goingito prune 
: The • top; girpwth) P^- a::few 
: pebbles; broken pot: bits. Or 
vermicuitie in the tottpm of 
your ‘ new pot: (if; jrou are 
using an old pot it should be 
soaked for fifteen minute 
in water in whicli you tavc 
tnfaied ■ some hibusc-hold 
bleach) and add fresh soil 
until your plant is sitting at 
the same height you had it, 
it its old pot. Pack soil 
firmly around the edges. 
Really pack it down. Then 
water it thoroughly with a 
dilute mixture of fertilizer, 
■■'andwater.-
To pmne the top growth 
use a clean knife, or your 
^ secateurs, and be prepared 
to be fairly drastic. Keep in 
mind the shape that ](pu are 
aiming for in the fall, and in 
each case prune back to a 
leaf-node. Your house 
plants will require extra 
watering while they are 
outside, because of the heat
and wind, and every second 
week they will benefit from 
some fish fertilizer, or my 
pet, 20:20:20.
This week I have met a 
great many Peninsula 
people with the same 
complaint. Their newly 
planted seedlings are being 
cut off right at soil level. In 
most cases it is certain to 
have been the work of cut­
worms. These gross 
creatures measure about an 
inch, in length, are greyish 
brown in colour, are usually 
not far under the surface of 
the soil, and when 
disturbed, curl themselves 
in a neat, tight circle.
This would seem to be a 
bad year for cut-worms, I 
have found dozens of them , 
and stepped on" them 
without a second thought, 
and I suggest you do the 
same. When you plant your , 
cabbages, broccoli, Brussels 
sprouts, lettuces, etc., you 
might consider an prganic 
gardener’s method of 
control: take a paper cup,
£md cut: the bottom out of 
it, then slip the seedling 
through : the cup and 
planting each cabbage 
wearing a vYhite collar;
Press .the cup into the soil 
about half an inch, and it 
works wonders: ■ Diazinqn 
crystals sprinkled into the 
soil mound each plant, and : ^
scratched into the top inch , 
of soil does the same 
thing... exit' cutworms, 
limping.
It is almost time to plant 
the squashes and cucum­
bers, and some of.you will', 
already have done so, but 
do not despair, you who 
have not yet got around to 
it. These paints like a warm Jr :; 
soil, and are what a friend J J 
of mine gleefuljy calls 
“dirty feeders”.
Lots' of compost, lots of Jj J 
cow manure, ; and lots of v v 
water , : spell delicious J J 
squash, and what a choice r 
in squashes there is. You: 
may like ; the vegetable 
marrow, vvith Us bland 
flesh, or the Zuccini^ or the 
giant Hubbards,’ or the 
smaller Acorn variety, or 
the ScaUopini, but everyone 
should have , at least : a V 
couple of these marvels 
with their huge tropical 
leaves, even if it is just for 
scenery. Wc used the last of 
our Hubbards only six 
weeks ago. I’ll tell you 
something of .storing the 
.squashes when late, Sep­
tember comes.






Stephanie Steel To Mold 
















I ipftdolli* In imoll builnkti 
nernunllna, liookkonplng, 
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Waicrcolors by Vic* 
torian-born artist Stephanie 
‘Quainton StccF will be 
presented in her llth an- 
niuil exhibition at St. 
Mary’s Church Hall In Oak 
My May 24 to 26.
Having studied with 
Chinese brush painter 
Stephen Lowe and water 
colorist Brian Travers- 
Smith, Iter paintings have 
been wcU-icceivcil in artistic 
circles. Last year she won 
the Shell Canada Award for 
the best watcrcolor in the 
Federation of Canadian 
Artist’s, Spring Exhibition 
and tlili year an honorable 
mention for her painting, 
“Winter Trail”.
Steplionie paints full-time 
and lives In Deep Cove 
where she says her family 


































member of tlte Northwest 
Watcrcolor Society, the 
Federation of Canadian 
Arllsti, and Is an associate 
of the American Water- 
color Society.
Her pointings, done on 
100 per cent rag paper from 
France, interpret Van­
couver Island’s natural 
beauty Ip a way she says 
tries to bring tnan back to 
nature and away from 
mechanization^
The hall for her one- 
woman show is on Elgin 
Street In Oak Bay, and 
times are Thursday, May 
24, 7 to 10 p.m. and May 25 
and 26, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.' 
and 7 to 10 p.rn.
■ IRAINING -'r ': 
T-y'SESSlONr^yyy:
The Intlustrial First’ 
Aid-;; :',:,.:AHcndaHt8i' 
A.sioclatlon and the Vic­
toria branch, St. John 
Ambulance, will present p 
firtit aid training Besfilon on
' WediiMday.'MAy 23. at KtJ' 
John HoUiiie, 941 Pandora 
Ave. at 7530 p.m.
There will be a short film 
J picAnlatlutt,:"' ranov/cii':" Ly" 
practical problems, This 
session is ojicn to all hoiders 
of industrial fljfst; ajd and 
St. '.lohn standard first aid' 
’■ccrtifiaites.
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Local Salmon Fishing Expert To Show Unique Film-
A two-hour salmon 
seminar with unique un­
derwater films of fish 
striking lures will be held by 
Sidney author Charlie 
White June 5 and 6 at the 
Newcombe Auditorium.
White, of 895 Tower 
Park Road, has written 
seven books on sports 
fishing. The seminar, he 
says, is designed to help 
both experienced and 
beginning anglers improve 
their catches, offering a 
look at fish in their own 
habitat.’
“There are more than 
200,000 salt water sports 
fishermen in British 
Columbia,” White says, 
“and the same question is 
asked repeatedly by all of 
them what are those 
salmon doing un­
derwater?”
By watching them take
trolled lures we can get new 
ideas on techniques, tackle, 
trolling speeds or methods 
and just a general idea for 
improved fishing. White 
says.
“It’s amazing to watch 
— a 20-pound salmon on a 
full-sized screen, as it grabs 
a lure.”
White, who teaches a 
sports fishing course in 
Sidney, gathered un- 
derwatcu film of Chinook, 
coho and pink salmon 
striking lures in local 
waters. The camera was 
lowered into the water with 
a downrigger and trolled 
along with normal fishing 
tackle and the fishing action 
was monitored on a 
television screen aboard the 
boat.
The salmon seminar will 
be the first Canadian 
showing of the film. Earlier' 
this month they were shown
to capacity. audiences' at 
Tacoma’s community 
college auditorium.
The seminar will also 
feature films of tyee fi.shing 
at Rivers Inlet, and 
downrigger demon­
strations.
Tickets are available 
from Harvey’s Sporting 
Goods in Sidney and 
Brentwood Inn and 
Brentwood Hardware. For 
more information on the 
seminar. White can be 
reached at 656-6394.
RADIO PROBLEMS ?
Sidney T.V, “■ Rodl©
BEACON PLAZA MALL 
65M332___________
Sidney Merinary Service
Large & Small Animals OFFICE HOURS 
\ 2327 Beacon Ave. Mon.-Fri. 9-l2am
[in the Mall] 1-5 pm





AUTHOR OF A NUMBER OF BOOKS on sports fishing, Charlie White 
is presenting salmon seminar for anglers June 5 and 6.
Unique Course Offered 
In Central Scmnich :
''Your Back Wakes Up 




2513 BEACOS^ AVE. 656-3724
CORNISH'S CROSSWORD •
;'y/COMPLIMENTSOF, '
CORNISH’S BOOK & STATIONERY
2410 Beacon 656-2931
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More than 1,000,000 
people throughout North 
America will require 
hospitalization this year due 
to heart disorders; and of 
that million, one-third will 
'die before they reach the 
medical institutions.
Why? Because people are 
J refusing to ■ participate in a 
program: that is virtually 
free of n cost to the in­
dividual: For ItheJ price ,:bf 
coffee, and ; dp-nuts, they 
;can:;iearn to' prolong the 
most'valuable comodity in 
the world; a human life; but 
■ the response is slow.
, How”? . C.P:R. — 
CARDIO PULMONARY 
RESUSCITATION, 
possibly the most important 
first-aid method ever 
developed.
What is it? C.P.R., is a 
method taught for use when 
simultaneous failure of the 
heart and lungs occurs. 
Cardio, - means heart; 
pulmonary means lungs; 
resuscitation means revival. 
The method includes ex­
ternal heart massage as well 
as mouth to mouth 
resuscitation, and can be 
performed by one or more 
persons,
Why is it so important? 
The greatest difficulty faced 
by the highly trained 
ambulance and rescue crews 
throughout North America, 
is the amount of time 
required to arrive at the 
scene. Heart failure, 
(cardiac arrest), demands 
that revival attempts begin 
immediately if there is to be 
a chance of survival for the 
victim,
The heart supplies the 
body with blood, which in 
turn supplies the body with 
oxygen, vital to existance. 
Should the brain be 
deprived _ pf oxygen for 
more than four minutes,; 
there is a definite chance 
that serious; braiin damage 
will result. After ten 
minutes, chances of sur-' 
vivai for thevictim are 
about;! in 100.; C.P.R.;;can 
ihcrease';;thS*;^surviyai;;fate; 
for cardiac arrest victims by 
60%.
How is it performed? 
C.P.R., consists of two 
actiphs; external heart 
massage and mouth-to- 
mouth resuscitation. The 
heart massage is ac- 
c 0 m p1 i s h e d through 
compression of the heart 
between the sternum 
(breast-bpne) and the spinal 
cord of the victim, which 
forces the blood through 
the circulatory system.
Simultaneously, air is 
forced into the victims 
lungs by mouth-to-mouth 
resuscitation, thus sup­
plying oxygen to the blood. 
Even though C.P.R. may 
be performed correctly, 
only 25 to 35 percent of 
normal blood How will 
result, therefore limiting the 
amount of oxygen to the 
victim.
That 25 lo 35 percent 
flow can, however, be the 
difference between life and 
death for the victim. While 
C.P.R. is being performed, 
ambulance or rescue crews 
can be dispatched, bringing 
with them major life 
support equipment.
Correct performance of
the technique is the key to 
the victims survival, and 
must be learned, not just 
read about; There are 
specific detals of C.P.il. 
which the student must 
practice in order to gain an 
understanding of the 
method, such as the proper 
arnount of/ pressure, i the 
prPper rhythm; of breathing 
for the: yictimf; and when 
not to attempt the 
technique.^/? ■ '
It is nbfiiifficult r-- to the 
contrary, surprisingly 
simple; One; vvionders why 
the y'technique was riot 
developed / prior to: I960, 
when the researchers froiri 
John Hopkins University 
presented it to the world.
At that time if was 
considered too difficult and 
dangerous for the general 
public to have knowledge of 
C.P.R,, and its instruction 
was restricted to doctors 
and other professionals in 
the health field. Alter­
nately, “promptness, rather 
than professional ex­
pertise”, matters most said 
an editorial in the American 
Journal of Medicine, and 
that publication urged 
doctors to train as many 
people as possible in the 
technique.
Where can one learn the 
technique? Review readers 
in the Ceiilral Saanich area 
can attend courses at the 
Central Saanich Fireball, 
currently underway. 
Contact Peter Ccllarius - 
652-2649; v*? Gary Rogers - 
652-2221; or Steve Windsor 
- 652*2405. Otherwise, 
contact the local Red Cross, 
the Heart Association, or 
the local fire department.
Central Saanich police 
are investigating the break- 
in and theft of over $1,5(X) 
worth of merchandise from 
the Elf Gift Shop at 7174B 
West Saanich Road 
Saturday night.
The thieves gained entry 
by placing a table under a 
high rear window, breaking 
the glass and crawling 
inside. They stole gift ware 
and silver rings.
The ambulance was busy 
during the week and 
particularly over the 
holiday weekend. There 
were several apparent heart 
attacks '-'^rid on Monday 
some youths who fell 
unconscious were taken to 
hospital. They had attended 
the Jaycee Fair and it is 
suririis^ !h|y; were affected 
by motion sickness caused 
by the midway rides.
Some wilful damage to 
mail box#^as reported.
On Thursday evening a 
14-year-old ’ youth: was seen 
by a nearby resident to be 
shooting; at lights in 
Centennial Park. He was 
apprehended arid found to 
be in : possession ; of a: 
powerfuf : $18.; slingshot; : 
which his parents had 
bought for him.
The ■ slingshot . was 
confiscated/arid the youth ; 
cautioned and turned over 
to his parents.
y; Police Chief Bob Miles
commented that when a i 
slingshot is used for an 
illegal purpose dangerous to 
the public safety it becomes 
an “offensive weapon” 
under the provisions of the 
criminal code.
The spokesman for a 
group of Brentwood 
residents concerned about 
vandalism in the district 
attended a meeting of the 
Police Board last Wed­
nesday afternoon. He told 
the board his intention was 
to make residents more 
aware and become more 
involved in safeguarding 
their own and their neigh-■ 
bors’ properties.
Police will meet with the 
residents and tell them what 
to look for and how to 
report a developing in­
cident.
On Wednesday night, the 
police chief attended a 
meeting of the Central 
Saanich Ratepayers 
Association and spent an ' 
hour and three quarters 
discussing police work vvith 
the 30 residents present. He 
emphasized that good team 
Work was needed between 
the public and the police 
arid betweeri the police;arid 
the: public ; to combat 
yaridalism ; arid ; other 
nuisarice ' efimes; The 
problem is how to sustain 
public awareness and public 
interest.
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
7154 W. SAANICH RD.
BRENTWOOD BAY







































KEEP YOUR CABIN WARM 









2nd Si, Sidney 656*3331
Special Speakers for 
Aglow Conference
Lorraine Willie, national 
president for Aglow
Fellowship of Canada will 
be speaking at the Van­
couver Island Aglow
Conference being held at 
the University of Victoria 
May 25-27.
Prior to being national 
pre.sidcnt, Willie was a local 
president in Edmonton, 
Alberta and an area 
pre.sident tor Briti.sh
Columbia. She enjoys 
administrative work and 
likes to encourage and train 
lenders, nnd to tench iltc 
Word of God.
Ivcina Tompkins was a 
counsellor with the San
Ilcfriadino probation 
department before entering 
into full time ministry, She 
served ns nsHOcittlc pastor to 
her broihct Judson Cor­
nwall and iftler in 1973 wn* 
called tft n travelling 
ministry,
Her teaching centres 
'around bed)' niinisiiy, the 
denlings of God in in­
dividual lives and how to 
enter into praise and 







Green Giant a/oaa12 OL Z/oS
BARGAIN RIDE 
One of the bc.st 
bargains on four wheels Is a 
50 cent ride between the 
Tsawwassen ferry terminal 
and downtown Vanepuver.
In fact, for the same fare, 
you can go all the way to 
Coquitlam or Deep Cove. 
It's lialf price for students 
and for senior citizens and 
citildrcn under 12 years of 
age, the cost is only 15 
cents.
Tlie daily Itourly 640 
Vnlley-io-Sen service is 
scheduled to meet ferries 
for a minimum of wnlting. 
The route runs between the 
ferry terminal arid Scott­
sdale Mall, which transfers 
to downtown Vancouver 
available at Ladner 
Fvehnog.* and into White 
Rock, Surrey Or New 
Westminster at Matthews 
Exchange or Scottsdale 
nail. ,,
Give yourself« break and 
let R.C. Hydro Transit be 




















17 01. 1 39
Delnor 
10 oz. pkgs.
5 varieties
2/8^
ORANGE JUICE
Minute Maid 
12 oz.
TOItETTISSUE
Cashmere «^
6 rolls
INSTANT COFFEE
Maxwell House 
10 oz. ^
CANNED MILK
Alpha 
tall tins 2/88^
CORNED BEEF
Hutton’s 119
12 oz. i
PINEAPPLE
Black Label 
19 oz.
MARSHMALLOWS
: ./Kfafl’S;'' '
11 OL
California tel
ORANGES 
RADiShES or 
GREEN ONIONS
Ibt.
2/33*
California 30’s
CELERY
Fresh Imported
TOMATOES rm rack
each
ih.
■V;.
